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Issue Research & Development

Instructor challenges Rees Lewis, D.G., Easterday, M.W., Carlson, S.E., Gerber, L.M. (under review). Opportunities for educational innovations in authentic project-based 
learning: Instructor perceived challenges. Educational Technology Research and Development.

Learner challenges In preparation

Planning

Scaffolding planning 
with design canvases

Rees Lewis, D., Gorson, J., Carlson, S., Gerber, E. M., Easterday, M. W.  (accepted) Planning to Iterate: Supporting Iterative Practices for Real-world Ill- 
structured Problem-solving. International Conference of the Learning Sciences.

Assessing planning Carlson, S., Maliakal, L., Rees Lewis, D., Gerber, E. M., Easterday, M. W. (accepted) Defining and Assessing Risk Analysis: The Key to Strategic Iteration in 
Real-World Problem Solving. International Conference of the Learning Sciences. 

Carlson, S. E., Maliakal, L. V., Rees Lewis, D. G., Gorson, J., Gerber, E. M., & Easterday, M. W. (preparing for submission in March 2018).  Defining and 
assessing risk analysis: The key to strategic iteration in real-world problem solving.

Helping teams make progress

Broadcast stand-up 
meetings

Rees Lewis, D. G., Easterday, M. W., Harburg, E., Gerber, E. M., & Riesbeck, C. K. (2017). Overcoming coaching barriers between professionals and 
project-based learning teams with regulation tools. British Journal of Educational Technology. doi:10.1111/bjet.12550

Social support Harburg, E., Rees Lewis, D.G., Gerber, E.M., & Easterday, M.W., (in press) “CheerOn: Facilitating Online Social Support for Novices.”  ACM Transactions 
on Computer-Human Interaction.

Crowd critique Easterday, M. W., Rees Lewis, D., & Gerber, E. M. (2016). Designing crowdcritique systems for formative feedback. International Journal of Artificial 
Intelligence in Education, 26(4), 1-41. doi:10.1007/s40593-016-0125-9

Social innovation networks Easterday, M. W., Rees Lewis, D. & Gerber, E.M. (in press).  Social Innovation Networks. Design Studies

Infrastructure 
challenges

Smirnov, N., Gerber, E.M., & Easterday, M.W., (2017) Infrastructuring distributed studio based learning: A case study and design principles.  Journal of 
the Learning Sciences.  doi:10.1080/10508406.2017.1409119

Peer coaching 
challenges

Carlson, S., Rees Lewis, D. G., Gerber, E. M., & Easterday, M. W. (2017). Challenges of peer instruction in an undergraduate student-led learning 
community: Bi-directional diffusion as a crucial instructional process. Instructional Science. doi:10.1007/s11251-017-9442-0
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…would love your feedback about what we’re missing, what we’ve got wrong and what resonates

a simplified model of digital studio support

Real-world 
problem

Client feedbackTeams

Problem complexity (impasses)

Performance
Useful 

products Impact

ScopingClient management

Teachable moment

Monitoring

Timely 
assistance

Teaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving

Communication

Curriculum dev. 
Solution mapping

Guides: 
- Crowdsourcing  

- Remixing

(Learning)

Design Canvas 
Goal library 

Stands 
Dashboards

Group critique 
Support community

-

Peer coaches 
Scaffolded coaching

Learner

Coach

Digital Studio

Learning 
Environ.

(value)

Scoping checklist



Social innovation networks
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How prepare innovators who can solve society's greatest challenges?



Climate Change



Income inequality
Reuters/Lucas Jackson
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Figure 1. Predicted probability of policy adoption (dark lines, left axes)  
by policy disposition; the distribution of preferences (gray columns, right axes) 
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Money in politics
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Peace Corps - a social innovation network
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in 2001, @ rural Mongolian school 
• students lack access to dairy products (dietary staple) 
• herders live too far from city to sell products
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School dairy 
co-op

Biz 
plan

Dairy

$
Herders

capital

income

$
training
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social innovation network
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38 studios 
over 8 years
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650 interdisciplinary 
projects

Social issues  
health, ed, environment, econ

(57% female)
3000 members 

Total:
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$37m to scale ideas

SwipeSense 
How might reduce hospital-acquired infections
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Jerry the Bear 
How might we help kids manage diabetes?
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CANMEE

Development TeachingSocial innovation Policy

Social innovation networks



PBL challenges
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These are examples of real-world, project-based learning (PBL) 
• real problem  => 
• work in teams to 
• design a product for 
• an external audience

Project-based learning (Krajcik & Shin,2014) for introduction 
Problem-based learning (Lu, Bridges, Hmelo-Silver, 2014) for introduction;  
A cognitive theory of Inquiry Teaching (Collins & Stevens, 1983)  
Cognitive apprenticeship (Collins & Kapur, 2014) 
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Real-world 
problem

Teaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving

Communication

(Learning)

Real-world problems (can) promote learning and motivation

Learner

Learning 
Environ.

(value)
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Real-world 
problem

Performance
Useful 

products ImpactTeaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving

Communication

(Learning)

Learner

Learning 
Environ.

(value)

Real-world problems (can) promote learning and motivation
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Real-world 
problem

Performance
Useful 

products ImpactTeaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving

Communication

(Learning)

Learner

Learning 
Environ.

(value)

“…the place where children are sent for discipline is the one place in the world where it is most difficult to get 
experience—the mother of all discipline worth the name.” - Dewey (1915), School and society

Real-world problems (can) promote learning and motivation

Client feedback

Impact
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PBL has some really nice properties (Prince & Felder, 2006)… 
- authentic learning goals (Shaffer & Resnick 1999) 
- aligned with innovation abilities (Edmondson, 2012) 
- transfer (van Merrienboer et al. 2012) 
- motivation & retention (Olds & Miller 2004) 
- equity (Hoit & Ohland, 1998) 
- improved learning (Yadav et al. 2011)

- can get good learning outcomes (DAN REF)??

Dym, C. L., Agogino, A. M., Eris, O., Frey, D. D., & Leifer, L. J. (2005). Engineering design thinking, teaching, and learning. Journal of Engineering Education, 94(1), 
103-120.


Edmondson, A. C. (2012). Teaming: How organizations learn, innovate, and compete in the knowledge economy. San Francisco: John Wiley & Sons 
Hoit, M., & Ohland, M. (1998). The impact of a discipline-based introduction to engineering course on improving retention. Journal of Engineering Education, 87(1), 79-85.

Olds, B. M., & Miller, R. L. (2004). The effect of a first-year integrated engineering curriculum on graduation rates and student satisfaction: A longitudinal study. Journal of 
Engineering Education, 93(1), 23


Prince, M. J., & Felder, R. M. (2006). Inductive teaching and learning methods: Definitions, comparisons, and research bases. Journal of Engineering Education, 95(2), 
123-138.Yadav, A., Subedi, D., Lundeberg, M. A., & Bunting, C. F. (2011). Problem-based learning: Influence on students' learning in an electrical engineering course. 
Journal of Engineering Education, 100(2), 253-280


Shaffer, D. W., & Resnick, M. (1999). Thick" authenticity: New media and authentic learning. Journal of Interactive Learning Research, 10(2), 195-215.

van Merriënboer, J. J. G., & Kirschner, P. A. (2012). Ten steps to complex learning: A systematic approach to four-component instructional design (2nd ed.). Mahwah, N.J.: 
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates


Yadav, A., Subedi, D., Lundeberg, M. A., & Bunting, C. F. (2011). Problem-based learning: Influence on students' learning in an electrical engineering course. Journal of 
Engineering Education, 100(2), 253-280.
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But “real world” project-based learning isn’t so easy… 

… what happens when you give leaners real-world problems?

- (start by looking at students…
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real world problems 
— sink or swim
- research lab
- industry
- masters capstone

We can do nothing, 
water it down, or kill 
ourselves trying

DFA
DFA 
drivers

   Approach: Sink or Swim
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Sink or Swim: 

- minimally guided instruction (e.g., Sweller, Kirschner, & Clark, 2007) 

- e.g., old school CS courses 

- e.g., many professional settings
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 in interviews with student project teams…
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METHOD 
- 40 Interviews with PBL 

students 
- qualitative coding 

jobs, pains, gains 

Rees Lewis, D.G., 
Easterday, M.W., Carlson, 
S.E., Gerber, L.M. (in 
preparation).

Innovation is hard for project teams 

Biggest pains: 
1. hard to figure out what to do (37/40) 
2. hard to figure out how to do it (36/40) 
3. want to know if going the right direction (35/40) 
4. team decision making & management (31/40)
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why don’t teams get to test in DFA?



User difficulties

Increase # 
teams that GTT

Improvement 
target

Primary cause for 
high failure rate

Scope too big

Spend too long 
in phase

Don’t know 
how to test

Scary
Can’t get users

Partner 
Wrong partner 
Can’t manage partner

Low motivation

Poor collab.
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why don’t teams get to test in DFA?



User difficulties

Increase # 
teams that GTT

Improvement 
target

Primary cause for 
high failure rate

Scope too big

Spend too long 
in phase

Don’t know 
how to test

Scary
Can’t get users

Partner 
Wrong partner 
Can’t manage partner

Low motivation

Poor collab.
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#1 Roadblock: Teaming 

accountability and motivation 
    (DFA NU team lead small group analysis) 

accountability, motivation, teamwork 
     (Network SL survey 14/33)



User difficulties

Increase # 
teams that GTT

Improvement 
target

Primary cause for 
high failure rate

Scope too big

Spend too long 
in phase

Don’t know 
how to test

Scary
Can’t get users

Partner 
Wrong partner 
Can’t manage partner

Low motivation

Poor collab.
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#2 Roadblock: Partner & Users 

Lack of/unresponsive partner 
 (Alex, Carolyn, Sameer GTT interview) 

Access to parter and users - project challenge  
   (Network SL survey 12/33) 

Working with partner - studio lead challenge 
   (Network SL survey 11/33)



User difficulties

Increase # 
teams that GTT

Improvement 
target

Primary cause for 
high failure rate

Scope too big

Spend too long 
in phase

Don’t know 
how to test

Scary
Can’t get users

Partner 
Wrong partner 
Can’t manage partner

Low motivation

Poor collab.
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#3 Roadblock: Stuck 

“A lot of times, I think a problem that DFA 
teams can have is like, they get stuck in the 
research process, and like do a really good 
job of like understanding the problem, but 
not necessarily get to like implementation, 
and that type of thing.”  
   (Roshanne interview)



User difficulties

Increase # 
teams that GTT

Improvement 
target

Primary cause for 
high failure rate

Scope too big

Spend too long 
in phase

Don’t know 
how to test

Scary
Can’t get users

Partner 
Wrong partner 
Can’t manage partner

Low motivation

Poor collab.
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#4 Roadblock: Scope 

   (Network SL survey 11/33)

If you let teams scope themselves, they will try 
to solve “racism” and “global warming”  
(in 10 weeks)
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Real-world 
problem

Client feedbackTeams

Performance
Useful 

products ImpactTeaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving

Communication

(Learning)

-

Learner

Learning 
Environ.

(value)

Real-world problems create  …problems
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Real-world 
problem

Client feedbackTeams

Problem complexity (impasses)

Performance
Useful 

products ImpactTeaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving

Communication

(Learning)

-

Learner

Learning 
Environ.

(value)

Real-world problems create  …problems
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Sink or Swim doesn’t work in DFA: 

- most sink 

- those that swim, swim away, (don’t contribute back; studio fragments; e.g. NU)
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   Approach: “Traditional”
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“Traditional” 
- audience of 1 (no client) 
- simplified problem (or exercises) 
- pre-schedule “waterfall” syllabus

Week 10

Week 1
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Real-world 
problem

Client feedbackTeams

Problem complexity (impasses)

Performance
Useful 

products ImpactTeaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving

Communication

(Learning)

-

Learner

Learning 
Environ.

(value)

Reduce complexity!! 
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Real-world 
problem

Client feedbackTeams

Problem complexity (impasses)

Performance
Useful 

products ImpactTeaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving

Communication

(Learning)

-

Learner

Learning 
Environ.

(value)
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Real-world 
problem

Teams

Problem complexity (impasses)

PerformanceTeaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving (Learning)

-

Learner

Learning 
Environ.

(value)

Traditional easy to orchestrate but… 
- audience of 1 
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Real-world 
problem

Teams

Problem complexity (impasses)

PerformanceTeaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving (Learning)

-

Learner

Learning 
Environ.

(value)

Traditional easy to orchestrate but… 
- audience of 1 
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Design 
exercises

Teams

Problem complexity (impasses)

PerformanceTeaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving (Learning)

Learner

Learning 
Environ.

Traditional easy to orchestrate but… 
- audience of 1 
- scaffolds past strategies / meta-cognition 
- students perceive “busy work” 
- no iteration; students resist revisions “going backward” 
- teams don’t finish (waterfall & motivation)
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Simplified 
problem

Teams

Problem complexity (impasses)

PerformanceTeaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving (Learning)

Learner

Learning 
Environ.

Traditional easy to orchestrate but… 
- audience of 1 
- scaffolds past meta-cognition 
- students perceive “busy work” 
- no iteration; students resist revisions “going backward” 
- teams don’t finish (waterfall & motivation)
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Simplified 
problem

Performance

Problem-solving (Learning)

Learner

Learning 
Environ.

Traditional easy to orchestrate but… 
- audience of 1 
- scaffolds past meta-cognition 
- students perceive “busy work” 
- no iteration; students resist revisions “going backward” 
- teams don’t finish (waterfall & motivation)
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Simplified 
problem

Performance

Problem-solving (Learning)

Learner

Learning 
Environ.

“…the place where children are sent for discipline is the one place in the world where it is most difficult to 
get experience—the mother of all discipline worth the name.”  

- Dewey (1915), School and society
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Traditional approach 

- no shame here!* 

- not an option for DFA, Peace Corps, or professional development — 
learners there to do “real” projects

* I have often taught this way, sometimes the only thing you have the resources to do
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 Approach: Coaching
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Instructor

Why 
- motivating 
- teacher no longer adversary 

Hints 
-  balance ZPD / useful 

deliverables 
- get the right client 
- 1 problem 
- Teams 

Example 
LS 301

Studio-based learning  

Learners
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Instructor

Project 
team

Why 
- motivating 
- teacher no longer adversary 

Hints 
-  balance ZPD / useful 

deliverables 
- get the right client 
- 1 problem 
- Teams 

Example 
LS 301

Project teams 
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Audience

User

Project 
team

Source Audience  
scope client & real problem

Why 
- motivating 
- teacher no longer adversary 

Hints 
-  balance ZPD / useful 

deliverables 
- get the right client 
- 1 problem 
- Teams 

Example 
LS 301

Instructor
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Audience

User

Project 
team

3/10

3/10

Demo to client  
every 1-2 week who judges value 
test with real users

Test

Demo

Instructor
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Instructor

TL

TL

TL

Audience

User

Project 
team

3/10

3/10

 Coaching  
Every week, impasse-driven 
*(lectures for predictable impasses)

?

?

?

Coaching
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Coaching: 
- allow impasses 
- instructor coaches through impasses 
- instruction is reactive
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Real-world 
problem

Client feedbackTeams

Problem complexity (impasses)

Performance
Useful 

products ImpactTeaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving

Communication

(Learning)

-

Studio-based learning

Learner

Learning 
Environ.

(value)
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Real-world 
problem

Client feedbackTeams

Problem complexity (impasses)

Performance
Useful 

products Impact

Teachable moment

Monitoring

Timely 
assistance

Teaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving

Communication

(Learning)

-

Studio-based learning

Learner

Coach

Learning 
Environ.

(value)
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Swipe sense had 100+ coaches the first 3 years
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“the most impactful thing we can do for our students is not just to assist 
them in solving problems, but to teach them how to teach others to 
solve problems.” 

“[Coaching] is really the only way that DFA chapters can grow.” 

- Dr. Matthew Wettergreen 
DFA faculty mentor
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 …in interviews with PBL instructors…
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METHOD 
- Interviews 
- 54 PBL instructors 
- qualitative coding 

jobs, pains, gains 

Rees Lewis 

(in preparation) 
Challenges of Authentic 
Problem Based Learning 
in Social Innovation 
Networks.  

METHOD 
- Interviews 
- 54 PBL instructors 
- qualitative coding 

jobs, pains, gains 

Rees Lewis et al. 
(under review) 
Challenges of Authentic 
Problem Based Learning 
in Social Innovation 
Networks.  

Coaching is challenging because… 

must monitor and advise multiple projects simultaneously 

Pains: 
 1. scoping  
 2. developing problem-specific curriculum 
 3. helping teams plan goals and work  
 4. monitoring teams’ understanding 
 5. providing useful feedback
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Case of the missing studio
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Real-world 
problem

Client feedbackTeams

Problem complexity (impasses)

Performance
Useful 

products Impact

Teachable moment

Monitoring

Timely 
assistance

Teaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving

Communication

(Learning)

-

Studio-based learning

Learner

Coach

Learning 
Environ.

(value)

Coaching is LABOR intensive
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Real-world 
problem

Client feedbackTeams

Problem complexity (impasses)

Performance
Useful 

products Impact

ScopingClient management

Teachable moment

Monitoring

Timely 
assistance

Teaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving

Communication

Curriculum dev. 
Solution mapping

(Learning)

-

Studio-based learning

Learner

Coach

Learning 
Environ.

(value)

Coaching is LABOR intensive
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*Note: deans don’t like doubling teaching staff

Coaching courses often DOUBLE the faculty*  
(1 faculty: 2.5 teams)
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Very ill-structured and complex problems, like design problems, may be too 
difficult to learn in a PBL [problem-based learning] setting  

- Jonassen & Hung (2015) Essential Readings in Problem-based Learning p.22.  

Apprenticeship requires a very small teacher-to-learner ratio, and this is not 
realistic in the large educational systems of modern industrial economies. Even 
in modern societies, when someone has the resources and a strong desire to 
learn, they often hire a coach or tutor to teach them by apprenticeship - 
demonstrating that apprenticeship continues to be more effective even in 
modern societies. 

- Collins (2006) Cognitive Apprenticeship, p 47



Digital studios

69
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1 instructor can f2f coach a class of 16, but still a lot of work 
= managing a design studio of 4+ teams with no experience!
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HMW orchestrate SBL better?
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 Design Studio metaphor



foster

an online platform for coaching 
project teams

LOFT
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Project 
management

LMS

Flipped 
instruction & 

authoring
CrowdCritique

Social 
networks

Badging
LOFT
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Loft scaffolds coaching / teaming
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Learn

AB
goal

study plan

progress
reflect

COACHING / TEAMING

LearnerCoach

Digital      
  Studio
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Learn

AB
goal

study plan

progress
reflect

LearnerCoach

Socially-Shared / Co- 
Regulation of learning
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Learn

AB
goal

study plan

progress
reflect

Pains  
#1 figure out what to do (37/40) 
#4 team decision making (31/40)

Pains  
#3 Help team plan goals

Set goals
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Learn

AB
goal

study plan

progress
reflect

Pains 
#2 figure out how to reach goal (36/40)

Pains 
  #2 developing tailored curriculum

Study - get info to reach goal 
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Learn

AB
goal

study plan

progress
reflect

Plan - how to achieve goal

Pains  
#3 help team plan work 

Pains  
#2 figure out how to reach goal 
(36/40) 
#4 team decision making & 
management (31/40)
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Learn

AB
goal

study plan

progress
reflect

Make progress

Pains 
#4 monitor teams understanding
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Learn

AB
goal

study plan

progress
reflect

Get feedback & reflect

Pains  
#3 want to know if going the 
right direction (35/40)

Pains 
  #5 providing useful 
feedback for students
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Learn

AB
goal

study plan

progress
reflect

COACHING / TEAMING

LearnerCoach

Digital      
  Studio
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Learn

AB
goal

study plan

progress
reflect

Pains  
#1 figure out what to do (37/40) 
#4 team decision making (31/40)

Pains  
#3 Help team plan goals

Canvas 
Goal Library

Set goals
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Goal - library of design method “badges”

Novice model

AB
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Learn

AB
goal

study plan

progress
reflect

Guides & examples 
Write, remix, crowdsource

Pains 
#2 figure out how to reach goal (36/40)

Pains 
  #2 developing tailored curriculum

Study - get info to reach goal 



Guide ExamplesHow-to
library of design technique how-to and examples
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Learn

AB
goal

study plan

progress
reflect

Workbench - scaffolds team 
planning & surface to coach

Plan - how to achieve goal

Pains  
#3 help team plan work 

Pains  
#1 figure out what to do (37/40) 
#4 team decision making & 
management (31/40)



How can we decrease the stigma
of free meals and better children's
experience in Chicago's local food

programs?

Chicago Food Depository in DFA Summer Studio 2015

Working to fight hunger in the US.

     

TEAM

Chicago Food Depository has

21 followers

OBJECTIVES

FINAL WEEK▼

Write up proposal of what GCFD can do

!  "  Isabel

Write up observations

!  "  Isabel

Design tool box and bus (2-3 options)

!  "  Isabel

Make up the truck

!  "  Isabel

make the took box

!  "  Isabel

Add New Task

Critique▼

Add New Task

Schedule▼

Add New Task

Prototyping/Testing▼

Add New Task

Brainstorm▼

Add New Task

Defining the Problem▼

Look into other programs for teens

!  "  Ashley

Write out stakes

!  "  Emma

Make pros and cons to site - to help with solutions

!  "  Isabel

Validating Stakes

!  "  Emma

Add New Task

FEEDBACK:

See More

N E W  F E E D B A C K  S E S S I O NN E W  F E E D B A C K  S E S S I O N

# Week 5Week 5 (7)

Aug. 14, 2015, 1:48 p.m.

# Week 4Week 4 (8)

Aug. 7, 2015, 10:54 a.m.

# Midterm #halfwaythereMidterm #halfwaythere (0)

July 30, 2015, 9:44 a.m.

# Week 2Week 2 (0)

July 23, 2015, 3:16 p.m.

# Week 1Week 1 (0)

July 16, 2015, 11:07 a.m.

# SampleSample (0)

July 14, 2015, 9:38 a.m.

FILTERS:

 My Tasks Only

 Complete and Deleted Items

CONTROLS:

C L E A N U PC L E A N U P

© 2015 Delta Lab. All Rights Reserved.Privacy Policy  Contact Us

ACTIVITY ABOUT WORKBENCH FEEDBACK DESIGN CANVAS CALENDAR

G U I D E S P R O J E C T S C O M M U N I T Y LoginLogin

CURRENT SPRINT

TASKS
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How can we decrease the stigma
of free meals and better children's
experience in Chicago's local food

programs?

Chicago Food Depository in DFA Summer Studio 2015

Working to fight hunger in the US.

     

TEAM

Chicago Food Depository has
21 followers

V I E W  A L LV I E W  A L L

Amazing work this summer, CFD team!

Emily Harburg

2 months, 3 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec and Elizabeth Chou

Kaboom - I can put you in contact with someone from the National office if you'd

like.

Pollination Project (see Dan's note below)

Talk to Dan about SESP professors who may be good to do research with!

Robert Calvey

2 months, 3 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Emily Harburg

Good luck prepping. Excited to see your presentations - you guys will be great!

Daniel Rees Lewis

2 months, 3 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Emily Harburg

Daniel Rees Lewis - Also Rob talked about this:

https://thepollinationproject.org/

2 months, 3 weeks ago •

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months ago

# Call Hector - set up time to go in
# Print out food truck stuff

" Mike Greenberg - Way to go!
3 months ago

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months ago

# Talk to partner at 10 am

" Carolyn Mazanec - wooo yayy!!!!
2 months, 4 weeks ago

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months ago

# Make Pitch
# Create Questions

" Elizabeth Chou - PITCHES! You've guys have done a great job polishing your
pitch over the past few weeks. Remember to keep it short and sweet-aim for about
2 minutes!
2 months, 4 weeks ago

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months ago

Stand for Thursday 13, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We visited the Boys and Girls Club, and tested all of our mockups at the site. We
learned that teenagers tend to favor video games, sports, and candy for activities;
they liked doing arts and crafts; and they liked promotional material that is bright
and advertises activities. Another interesting observation we made was that
teenage boys pay more attention to colors, while girls pay more attention to text.
When we tested the website with the site coordinators, they appreciated having
site-specific guides and templates, but they didn't understand the networking
portion as much.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We will continue to organize our findings from the site visit, prepare for crit, and
participate in the workshop. We also might refine mockups, depending on
feedback and our observations.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
Potentially finding more users; however, we have achieved the baseline for the user
group that we are looking for, so more user testing would be nice but not
necessary for this sprint goal.

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec, Bryan Berger, and 2 more

Bryan Berger - These are some really awesome insights!

2 months, 4 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Catherine Chung

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months ago

Stand for Wednesday 12, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We tested some of our mockups and worksheets at a CPS lunch stop.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We'll test our mockups again at the Boys and Girls Club, where we will hopefully
have a larger number of teens and users to test with.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
Getting more users and teens to test with. For example, at our lunch stop testing
visit today, we only had 1 teen to test with.

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months ago

Stand for Tuesday 11, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We made a mock food truck (with an awning) to bring to sites, we edited flyers to
advertise activities, we made worksheets for the food truck and the toolkit, and we
contacted lunch stop locations and set up a meeting for tomorrow.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We'll get feedback on our designs from the site(s) we visit tomorrow, and we could
potentially revise some of our mockups based on feedback from testing.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
Getting more users to test our designs with, getting in contact with site
coordinators.

! Liked by Elizabeth Chou

Elizabeth Chou - Excited to see that you guys are testing your prototypes!

Go team!

3 months ago •

Ashley Secreto posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Monday 10, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Visit user sites and get feedback on our mock-ups.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We refined our design goals and listed what we wanted to learn for each concept
during the workshop with Michael Chapman from IDEO. We also tried to call site
coordinators to set up testing times. We worked with GCFD to set up other site
visits as well. We also continued to work on our testing plan.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
Finish confirming site visits for testing and finish up the testing plan. We will
hopefully get into contact with site coordinators. We also have our coaches
meeting tomorrow.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
The site coordinators are hard to get in contact with and are not answering our
phone calls.

! Liked by Catherine Chung, Carolyn Mazanec, and 1 more

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Finish Truck
# Make master plan - who is doing what and how we are setting up
# Make master "what do we want to learn"

" Carolyn Mazanec - goooooo team!!!
3 months ago

Emma Lane posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Friday 7, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We finished the fun truck activity sheet and printed out our redesigned posters. We
had a conference call with Greater Chicago Food Depository/No Kid Hungry (Bob
and Suzy). They gave us feedback about our possible solutions and talked about
the scalability of each one. They really liked the toolkit and the ideas to implement
solutions, they were worried though about the implementation of the fun
truck/food truck/website so they gave us ideas on how to just take parts of those as
short term solutions. We had crit later and received more feedback which was
helpful.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
Finalize mock ups for testing, finish testing guide, find out when we are doing site
visits to test.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
same.

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec, Elizabeth Chou, and 1 more

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Finish Website

" Carolyn Mazanec - wooooo great work!
3 months, 1 week ago

" Emily Harburg - Nice! Excited to see the website!
3 months, 1 week ago

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Choose a design(s) 3-5

" Carolyn Mazanec - yeeeee
3 months, 1 week ago

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Create Questions
# Explain User
# Explain Solutions
# Explain Process
# Sketches for each solution

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Finish Pitch
# Make Powerpoint

Ashley Secreto posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Thursday 6, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We finished the promo redesign by creating about 10 different flyers that test
wording, colors, and overall design. We also finished the mock-up of our website
by drawing it out on paper and animating it on POP so that it allows you to click on
things. We made a plan on how to mock-up the Fun Truck and Food Truck. We also
toured Gensler today, which was super cool.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We have a Skype interview with GCFD tomorrow morning to go over our designs
and set up testing times for next week. We will also finish the mock-ups for the Fun
Truck and Food Truck. We will prepare for Crit and receive feedback on our mock-
ups and testing plans at Crit.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
We are still struggling with making sure there are teenagers we can test with since
we don't know who will come to the sites we visit.

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec

Carolyn Mazanec - When you talked to GCFD today, did you ask them if

they had any ideas about how to make sure you get your users for testing?

(i.e. teens) They might have some ideas; I'd also ask your coaches! Hopefully

we can figure something out for next week

3 months, 1 week ago •

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Wednesday 5, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We made several iterations of website mockups on paper, and we started making
mockups of promotional redesign by creating flyers and templates.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We can finish promotional redesign, decide how to test the fun truck and toolkit,
and start designing mockups for design of the food truck.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
We still are not sure how to test the components of the fun truck at a site. We are
also looking for ideas for how to design a food truck that could be aimed towards
teens. In the future, we also want to look for ways to get teens involved in the
testing process.

! Liked by Bryan Berger and Elizabeth Chou

Isabel Ngan posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Tuesday 4, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We started thinking of ways of how we are going to test things. We has an amazing
time working with Liz in a workshop and set up a time with our partner to go over
the solutions.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
Make paper mock up of website, finish plans for other solutions, and start making it

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
How should we test the truck?
We are struggling how we are translating the truck to mock up and test.

! Liked by Elizabeth Chou

Ashley Secreto posted a stand - 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Stand for Monday 3, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Mock up 4-5 potential solutions, and start testing and receiving feedback on our
designs.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We narrowed down our 9 solutions to 4-5 solutions that we can mock-up
1)Website
2)Tool Kit
3)Fun Truck
4)Food Truck
5)Promotional Re-Designs

We started creating a list of other ideas that GCFD can implement on their own.
We also created a list of questions of what we want to learn from our testing. We
had an interview with Suzy from GCFD.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We will make testing plans in order to decide how we are going to mock-up and
test solutions. Start Building mock-ups

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
Some of our ideas are difficult to implement (like the Food Truck) so an obstacle is
coming up with ways to mock-up those ideas in reasonable ways

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec, Elizabeth Chou, and 1 more

Carolyn Mazanec - I love that you guys are creating a list of other ideas as

well; I'm sure GCFD will really appreciate it! Way to go!!

3 months, 1 week ago •

Elizabeth Chou - Woohoo! I like how you guys are continuing to research

and brainstorm in addition to prototyping. Keep it going!

3 months, 1 week ago •

Ashley Secreto - Thanks!

3 months, 1 week ago •

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Stand for Friday 31, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Mock up 4-5 potential solutions, and start testing and receiving feedback on our
designs.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We presented our problem and our eight potential solutions at the midterm design
review session, and we e-mailed our partners our solutions for feedback.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We will synthesize the feedback from our crit session, continue trying to receive
feedback from our community partners, and trying to develop a more thorough
understanding of our users and categories through personas and two-by-two maps.
We'll also look for ways to develop mockups and test them out. We will also

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
We're not sure how to approach testing out our mockups in the field.

Bryan Berger - I'm excited to hear about which of the solutions that the

team decides to prototype!Also, have you considered volunteering at any of

the programs? I think this could be helpful to get a better understanding of

how the system works and the feasibility of your ideas. Do you have any

plans to talk to children and teens who frequent these programs and see

what they have to say rather than just the staff at the site?

3 months, 2 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec and Emily Harburg

Yuri Frank Maxwell Malina - Awesome progress guys- what are the ideas

you are unsure how to test?

3 months, 2 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec

Leesha Maliakal - Hey team, congrats on making it to the halfway point,

your plans look great! For testing your mockups, think about ways to do low-

fi prototyping. As an example, you could draw up a bunch of screens on

paper and watch as users interact and navigate through your system.

Prototyping for Tiny Fingers <http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=175288>

serves as a great guide on how to rapidly build testable prototypes, so I'd

skim through that, too. Good luck!

3 months, 2 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec

Ashley Secreto - Thanks for the suggestions Leesha! The link is definitely

helpful.

3 months, 2 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Leesha Maliakal and Carolyn Mazanec
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How can we decrease the stigma
of free meals and better children's
experience in Chicago's local food

programs?

Chicago Food Depository in DFA Summer Studio 2015

Working to fight hunger in the US.

     

TEAM

Chicago Food Depository has
21 followers

V I E W  A L LV I E W  A L L

Amazing work this summer, CFD team!

Emily Harburg

2 months, 3 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec and Elizabeth Chou

Kaboom - I can put you in contact with someone from the National office if you'd

like.

Pollination Project (see Dan's note below)

Talk to Dan about SESP professors who may be good to do research with!

Robert Calvey

2 months, 3 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Emily Harburg

Good luck prepping. Excited to see your presentations - you guys will be great!

Daniel Rees Lewis

2 months, 3 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Emily Harburg

Daniel Rees Lewis - Also Rob talked about this:

https://thepollinationproject.org/

2 months, 3 weeks ago •

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months ago

# Call Hector - set up time to go in
# Print out food truck stuff

" Mike Greenberg - Way to go!
3 months ago

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months ago

# Talk to partner at 10 am

" Carolyn Mazanec - wooo yayy!!!!
2 months, 4 weeks ago

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months ago

# Make Pitch
# Create Questions

" Elizabeth Chou - PITCHES! You've guys have done a great job polishing your
pitch over the past few weeks. Remember to keep it short and sweet-aim for about
2 minutes!
2 months, 4 weeks ago

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months ago

Stand for Thursday 13, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We visited the Boys and Girls Club, and tested all of our mockups at the site. We
learned that teenagers tend to favor video games, sports, and candy for activities;
they liked doing arts and crafts; and they liked promotional material that is bright
and advertises activities. Another interesting observation we made was that
teenage boys pay more attention to colors, while girls pay more attention to text.
When we tested the website with the site coordinators, they appreciated having
site-specific guides and templates, but they didn't understand the networking
portion as much.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We will continue to organize our findings from the site visit, prepare for crit, and
participate in the workshop. We also might refine mockups, depending on
feedback and our observations.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
Potentially finding more users; however, we have achieved the baseline for the user
group that we are looking for, so more user testing would be nice but not
necessary for this sprint goal.

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec, Bryan Berger, and 2 more

Bryan Berger - These are some really awesome insights!

2 months, 4 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Catherine Chung

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months ago

Stand for Wednesday 12, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We tested some of our mockups and worksheets at a CPS lunch stop.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We'll test our mockups again at the Boys and Girls Club, where we will hopefully
have a larger number of teens and users to test with.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
Getting more users and teens to test with. For example, at our lunch stop testing
visit today, we only had 1 teen to test with.

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months ago

Stand for Tuesday 11, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We made a mock food truck (with an awning) to bring to sites, we edited flyers to
advertise activities, we made worksheets for the food truck and the toolkit, and we
contacted lunch stop locations and set up a meeting for tomorrow.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We'll get feedback on our designs from the site(s) we visit tomorrow, and we could
potentially revise some of our mockups based on feedback from testing.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
Getting more users to test our designs with, getting in contact with site
coordinators.

! Liked by Elizabeth Chou

Elizabeth Chou - Excited to see that you guys are testing your prototypes!

Go team!

3 months ago •

Ashley Secreto posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Monday 10, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Visit user sites and get feedback on our mock-ups.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We refined our design goals and listed what we wanted to learn for each concept
during the workshop with Michael Chapman from IDEO. We also tried to call site
coordinators to set up testing times. We worked with GCFD to set up other site
visits as well. We also continued to work on our testing plan.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
Finish confirming site visits for testing and finish up the testing plan. We will
hopefully get into contact with site coordinators. We also have our coaches
meeting tomorrow.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
The site coordinators are hard to get in contact with and are not answering our
phone calls.

! Liked by Catherine Chung, Carolyn Mazanec, and 1 more

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Finish Truck
# Make master plan - who is doing what and how we are setting up
# Make master "what do we want to learn"

" Carolyn Mazanec - goooooo team!!!
3 months ago

Emma Lane posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Friday 7, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We finished the fun truck activity sheet and printed out our redesigned posters. We
had a conference call with Greater Chicago Food Depository/No Kid Hungry (Bob
and Suzy). They gave us feedback about our possible solutions and talked about
the scalability of each one. They really liked the toolkit and the ideas to implement
solutions, they were worried though about the implementation of the fun
truck/food truck/website so they gave us ideas on how to just take parts of those as
short term solutions. We had crit later and received more feedback which was
helpful.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
Finalize mock ups for testing, finish testing guide, find out when we are doing site
visits to test.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
same.

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec, Elizabeth Chou, and 1 more

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Finish Website

" Carolyn Mazanec - wooooo great work!
3 months, 1 week ago

" Emily Harburg - Nice! Excited to see the website!
3 months, 1 week ago

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Choose a design(s) 3-5

" Carolyn Mazanec - yeeeee
3 months, 1 week ago

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Create Questions
# Explain User
# Explain Solutions
# Explain Process
# Sketches for each solution

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Finish Pitch
# Make Powerpoint

Ashley Secreto posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Thursday 6, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We finished the promo redesign by creating about 10 different flyers that test
wording, colors, and overall design. We also finished the mock-up of our website
by drawing it out on paper and animating it on POP so that it allows you to click on
things. We made a plan on how to mock-up the Fun Truck and Food Truck. We also
toured Gensler today, which was super cool.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We have a Skype interview with GCFD tomorrow morning to go over our designs
and set up testing times for next week. We will also finish the mock-ups for the Fun
Truck and Food Truck. We will prepare for Crit and receive feedback on our mock-
ups and testing plans at Crit.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
We are still struggling with making sure there are teenagers we can test with since
we don't know who will come to the sites we visit.

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec

Carolyn Mazanec - When you talked to GCFD today, did you ask them if

they had any ideas about how to make sure you get your users for testing?

(i.e. teens) They might have some ideas; I'd also ask your coaches! Hopefully

we can figure something out for next week

3 months, 1 week ago •

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Wednesday 5, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We made several iterations of website mockups on paper, and we started making
mockups of promotional redesign by creating flyers and templates.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We can finish promotional redesign, decide how to test the fun truck and toolkit,
and start designing mockups for design of the food truck.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
We still are not sure how to test the components of the fun truck at a site. We are
also looking for ideas for how to design a food truck that could be aimed towards
teens. In the future, we also want to look for ways to get teens involved in the
testing process.

! Liked by Bryan Berger and Elizabeth Chou

Isabel Ngan posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Tuesday 4, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We started thinking of ways of how we are going to test things. We has an amazing
time working with Liz in a workshop and set up a time with our partner to go over
the solutions.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
Make paper mock up of website, finish plans for other solutions, and start making it

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
How should we test the truck?
We are struggling how we are translating the truck to mock up and test.

! Liked by Elizabeth Chou

Ashley Secreto posted a stand - 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Stand for Monday 3, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Mock up 4-5 potential solutions, and start testing and receiving feedback on our
designs.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We narrowed down our 9 solutions to 4-5 solutions that we can mock-up
1)Website
2)Tool Kit
3)Fun Truck
4)Food Truck
5)Promotional Re-Designs

We started creating a list of other ideas that GCFD can implement on their own.
We also created a list of questions of what we want to learn from our testing. We
had an interview with Suzy from GCFD.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We will make testing plans in order to decide how we are going to mock-up and
test solutions. Start Building mock-ups

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
Some of our ideas are difficult to implement (like the Food Truck) so an obstacle is
coming up with ways to mock-up those ideas in reasonable ways

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec, Elizabeth Chou, and 1 more

Carolyn Mazanec - I love that you guys are creating a list of other ideas as

well; I'm sure GCFD will really appreciate it! Way to go!!

3 months, 1 week ago •

Elizabeth Chou - Woohoo! I like how you guys are continuing to research

and brainstorm in addition to prototyping. Keep it going!

3 months, 1 week ago •

Ashley Secreto - Thanks!

3 months, 1 week ago •

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Stand for Friday 31, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Mock up 4-5 potential solutions, and start testing and receiving feedback on our
designs.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We presented our problem and our eight potential solutions at the midterm design
review session, and we e-mailed our partners our solutions for feedback.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We will synthesize the feedback from our crit session, continue trying to receive
feedback from our community partners, and trying to develop a more thorough
understanding of our users and categories through personas and two-by-two maps.
We'll also look for ways to develop mockups and test them out. We will also

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
We're not sure how to approach testing out our mockups in the field.

Bryan Berger - I'm excited to hear about which of the solutions that the

team decides to prototype!Also, have you considered volunteering at any of

the programs? I think this could be helpful to get a better understanding of

how the system works and the feasibility of your ideas. Do you have any

plans to talk to children and teens who frequent these programs and see

what they have to say rather than just the staff at the site?

3 months, 2 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec and Emily Harburg

Yuri Frank Maxwell Malina - Awesome progress guys- what are the ideas

you are unsure how to test?

3 months, 2 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec

Leesha Maliakal - Hey team, congrats on making it to the halfway point,

your plans look great! For testing your mockups, think about ways to do low-

fi prototyping. As an example, you could draw up a bunch of screens on

paper and watch as users interact and navigate through your system.

Prototyping for Tiny Fingers <http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=175288>

serves as a great guide on how to rapidly build testable prototypes, so I'd

skim through that, too. Good luck!

3 months, 2 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec

Ashley Secreto - Thanks for the suggestions Leesha! The link is definitely

helpful.

3 months, 2 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Leesha Maliakal and Carolyn Mazanec
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(iteration) Plans - specify short-term objectives & tasks

iteration goal
iteration plan
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can get useful advice quickly

Make progress
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How can we decrease the stigma
of free meals and better children's
experience in Chicago's local food

programs?

Chicago Food Depository in DFA Summer Studio 2015

Working to fight hunger in the US.

     

TEAM

Chicago Food Depository has
21 followers

V I E W  A L LV I E W  A L L

Amazing work this summer, CFD team!

Emily Harburg

2 months, 3 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec and Elizabeth Chou

Kaboom - I can put you in contact with someone from the National office if you'd

like.

Pollination Project (see Dan's note below)

Talk to Dan about SESP professors who may be good to do research with!

Robert Calvey

2 months, 3 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Emily Harburg

Good luck prepping. Excited to see your presentations - you guys will be great!

Daniel Rees Lewis

2 months, 3 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Emily Harburg

Daniel Rees Lewis - Also Rob talked about this:

https://thepollinationproject.org/

2 months, 3 weeks ago •

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months ago

# Call Hector - set up time to go in
# Print out food truck stuff

" Mike Greenberg - Way to go!
3 months ago

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months ago

# Talk to partner at 10 am

" Carolyn Mazanec - wooo yayy!!!!
2 months, 4 weeks ago

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months ago

# Make Pitch
# Create Questions

" Elizabeth Chou - PITCHES! You've guys have done a great job polishing your
pitch over the past few weeks. Remember to keep it short and sweet-aim for about
2 minutes!
2 months, 4 weeks ago

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months ago

Stand for Thursday 13, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We visited the Boys and Girls Club, and tested all of our mockups at the site. We
learned that teenagers tend to favor video games, sports, and candy for activities;
they liked doing arts and crafts; and they liked promotional material that is bright
and advertises activities. Another interesting observation we made was that
teenage boys pay more attention to colors, while girls pay more attention to text.
When we tested the website with the site coordinators, they appreciated having
site-specific guides and templates, but they didn't understand the networking
portion as much.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We will continue to organize our findings from the site visit, prepare for crit, and
participate in the workshop. We also might refine mockups, depending on
feedback and our observations.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
Potentially finding more users; however, we have achieved the baseline for the user
group that we are looking for, so more user testing would be nice but not
necessary for this sprint goal.

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec, Bryan Berger, and 2 more

Bryan Berger - These are some really awesome insights!

2 months, 4 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Catherine Chung

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months ago

Stand for Wednesday 12, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We tested some of our mockups and worksheets at a CPS lunch stop.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We'll test our mockups again at the Boys and Girls Club, where we will hopefully
have a larger number of teens and users to test with.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
Getting more users and teens to test with. For example, at our lunch stop testing
visit today, we only had 1 teen to test with.

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months ago

Stand for Tuesday 11, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We made a mock food truck (with an awning) to bring to sites, we edited flyers to
advertise activities, we made worksheets for the food truck and the toolkit, and we
contacted lunch stop locations and set up a meeting for tomorrow.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We'll get feedback on our designs from the site(s) we visit tomorrow, and we could
potentially revise some of our mockups based on feedback from testing.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
Getting more users to test our designs with, getting in contact with site
coordinators.

! Liked by Elizabeth Chou

Elizabeth Chou - Excited to see that you guys are testing your prototypes!

Go team!

3 months ago •

Ashley Secreto posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Monday 10, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Visit user sites and get feedback on our mock-ups.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We refined our design goals and listed what we wanted to learn for each concept
during the workshop with Michael Chapman from IDEO. We also tried to call site
coordinators to set up testing times. We worked with GCFD to set up other site
visits as well. We also continued to work on our testing plan.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
Finish confirming site visits for testing and finish up the testing plan. We will
hopefully get into contact with site coordinators. We also have our coaches
meeting tomorrow.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
The site coordinators are hard to get in contact with and are not answering our
phone calls.

! Liked by Catherine Chung, Carolyn Mazanec, and 1 more

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Finish Truck
# Make master plan - who is doing what and how we are setting up
# Make master "what do we want to learn"

" Carolyn Mazanec - goooooo team!!!
3 months ago

Emma Lane posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Friday 7, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We finished the fun truck activity sheet and printed out our redesigned posters. We
had a conference call with Greater Chicago Food Depository/No Kid Hungry (Bob
and Suzy). They gave us feedback about our possible solutions and talked about
the scalability of each one. They really liked the toolkit and the ideas to implement
solutions, they were worried though about the implementation of the fun
truck/food truck/website so they gave us ideas on how to just take parts of those as
short term solutions. We had crit later and received more feedback which was
helpful.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
Finalize mock ups for testing, finish testing guide, find out when we are doing site
visits to test.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
same.

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec, Elizabeth Chou, and 1 more

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Finish Website

" Carolyn Mazanec - wooooo great work!
3 months, 1 week ago

" Emily Harburg - Nice! Excited to see the website!
3 months, 1 week ago

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Choose a design(s) 3-5

" Carolyn Mazanec - yeeeee
3 months, 1 week ago

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Create Questions
# Explain User
# Explain Solutions
# Explain Process
# Sketches for each solution

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Finish Pitch
# Make Powerpoint

Ashley Secreto posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Thursday 6, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We finished the promo redesign by creating about 10 different flyers that test
wording, colors, and overall design. We also finished the mock-up of our website
by drawing it out on paper and animating it on POP so that it allows you to click on
things. We made a plan on how to mock-up the Fun Truck and Food Truck. We also
toured Gensler today, which was super cool.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We have a Skype interview with GCFD tomorrow morning to go over our designs
and set up testing times for next week. We will also finish the mock-ups for the Fun
Truck and Food Truck. We will prepare for Crit and receive feedback on our mock-
ups and testing plans at Crit.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
We are still struggling with making sure there are teenagers we can test with since
we don't know who will come to the sites we visit.

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec

Carolyn Mazanec - When you talked to GCFD today, did you ask them if

they had any ideas about how to make sure you get your users for testing?

(i.e. teens) They might have some ideas; I'd also ask your coaches! Hopefully

we can figure something out for next week

3 months, 1 week ago •

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Wednesday 5, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We made several iterations of website mockups on paper, and we started making
mockups of promotional redesign by creating flyers and templates.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We can finish promotional redesign, decide how to test the fun truck and toolkit,
and start designing mockups for design of the food truck.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
We still are not sure how to test the components of the fun truck at a site. We are
also looking for ideas for how to design a food truck that could be aimed towards
teens. In the future, we also want to look for ways to get teens involved in the
testing process.

! Liked by Bryan Berger and Elizabeth Chou

Isabel Ngan posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Tuesday 4, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We started thinking of ways of how we are going to test things. We has an amazing
time working with Liz in a workshop and set up a time with our partner to go over
the solutions.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
Make paper mock up of website, finish plans for other solutions, and start making it

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
How should we test the truck?
We are struggling how we are translating the truck to mock up and test.

! Liked by Elizabeth Chou

Ashley Secreto posted a stand - 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Stand for Monday 3, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Mock up 4-5 potential solutions, and start testing and receiving feedback on our
designs.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We narrowed down our 9 solutions to 4-5 solutions that we can mock-up
1)Website
2)Tool Kit
3)Fun Truck
4)Food Truck
5)Promotional Re-Designs

We started creating a list of other ideas that GCFD can implement on their own.
We also created a list of questions of what we want to learn from our testing. We
had an interview with Suzy from GCFD.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We will make testing plans in order to decide how we are going to mock-up and
test solutions. Start Building mock-ups

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
Some of our ideas are difficult to implement (like the Food Truck) so an obstacle is
coming up with ways to mock-up those ideas in reasonable ways

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec, Elizabeth Chou, and 1 more

Carolyn Mazanec - I love that you guys are creating a list of other ideas as

well; I'm sure GCFD will really appreciate it! Way to go!!

3 months, 1 week ago •

Elizabeth Chou - Woohoo! I like how you guys are continuing to research

and brainstorm in addition to prototyping. Keep it going!

3 months, 1 week ago •

Ashley Secreto - Thanks!

3 months, 1 week ago •

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Stand for Friday 31, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Mock up 4-5 potential solutions, and start testing and receiving feedback on our
designs.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We presented our problem and our eight potential solutions at the midterm design
review session, and we e-mailed our partners our solutions for feedback.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We will synthesize the feedback from our crit session, continue trying to receive
feedback from our community partners, and trying to develop a more thorough
understanding of our users and categories through personas and two-by-two maps.
We'll also look for ways to develop mockups and test them out. We will also

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
We're not sure how to approach testing out our mockups in the field.

Bryan Berger - I'm excited to hear about which of the solutions that the

team decides to prototype!Also, have you considered volunteering at any of

the programs? I think this could be helpful to get a better understanding of

how the system works and the feasibility of your ideas. Do you have any

plans to talk to children and teens who frequent these programs and see

what they have to say rather than just the staff at the site?

3 months, 2 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec and Emily Harburg

Yuri Frank Maxwell Malina - Awesome progress guys- what are the ideas

you are unsure how to test?

3 months, 2 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec

Leesha Maliakal - Hey team, congrats on making it to the halfway point,

your plans look great! For testing your mockups, think about ways to do low-

fi prototyping. As an example, you could draw up a bunch of screens on

paper and watch as users interact and navigate through your system.

Prototyping for Tiny Fingers <http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=175288>

serves as a great guide on how to rapidly build testable prototypes, so I'd

skim through that, too. Good luck!

3 months, 2 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec

Ashley Secreto - Thanks for the suggestions Leesha! The link is definitely

helpful.

3 months, 2 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Leesha Maliakal and Carolyn Mazanec
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How can we decrease the stigma
of free meals and better children's
experience in Chicago's local food

programs?

Chicago Food Depository in DFA Summer Studio 2015

Working to fight hunger in the US.

     

TEAM

Chicago Food Depository has
21 followers

V I E W  A L LV I E W  A L L

Amazing work this summer, CFD team!

Emily Harburg

2 months, 3 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec and Elizabeth Chou

Kaboom - I can put you in contact with someone from the National office if you'd

like.

Pollination Project (see Dan's note below)

Talk to Dan about SESP professors who may be good to do research with!

Robert Calvey

2 months, 3 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Emily Harburg

Good luck prepping. Excited to see your presentations - you guys will be great!

Daniel Rees Lewis

2 months, 3 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Emily Harburg

Daniel Rees Lewis - Also Rob talked about this:

https://thepollinationproject.org/

2 months, 3 weeks ago •

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months ago

# Call Hector - set up time to go in
# Print out food truck stuff

" Mike Greenberg - Way to go!
3 months ago

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months ago

# Talk to partner at 10 am

" Carolyn Mazanec - wooo yayy!!!!
2 months, 4 weeks ago

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months ago

# Make Pitch
# Create Questions

" Elizabeth Chou - PITCHES! You've guys have done a great job polishing your
pitch over the past few weeks. Remember to keep it short and sweet-aim for about
2 minutes!
2 months, 4 weeks ago

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months ago

Stand for Thursday 13, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We visited the Boys and Girls Club, and tested all of our mockups at the site. We
learned that teenagers tend to favor video games, sports, and candy for activities;
they liked doing arts and crafts; and they liked promotional material that is bright
and advertises activities. Another interesting observation we made was that
teenage boys pay more attention to colors, while girls pay more attention to text.
When we tested the website with the site coordinators, they appreciated having
site-specific guides and templates, but they didn't understand the networking
portion as much.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We will continue to organize our findings from the site visit, prepare for crit, and
participate in the workshop. We also might refine mockups, depending on
feedback and our observations.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
Potentially finding more users; however, we have achieved the baseline for the user
group that we are looking for, so more user testing would be nice but not
necessary for this sprint goal.

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec, Bryan Berger, and 2 more

Bryan Berger - These are some really awesome insights!

2 months, 4 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Catherine Chung

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months ago

Stand for Wednesday 12, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We tested some of our mockups and worksheets at a CPS lunch stop.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We'll test our mockups again at the Boys and Girls Club, where we will hopefully
have a larger number of teens and users to test with.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
Getting more users and teens to test with. For example, at our lunch stop testing
visit today, we only had 1 teen to test with.

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months ago

Stand for Tuesday 11, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We made a mock food truck (with an awning) to bring to sites, we edited flyers to
advertise activities, we made worksheets for the food truck and the toolkit, and we
contacted lunch stop locations and set up a meeting for tomorrow.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We'll get feedback on our designs from the site(s) we visit tomorrow, and we could
potentially revise some of our mockups based on feedback from testing.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
Getting more users to test our designs with, getting in contact with site
coordinators.

! Liked by Elizabeth Chou

Elizabeth Chou - Excited to see that you guys are testing your prototypes!

Go team!

3 months ago •

Ashley Secreto posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Monday 10, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Visit user sites and get feedback on our mock-ups.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We refined our design goals and listed what we wanted to learn for each concept
during the workshop with Michael Chapman from IDEO. We also tried to call site
coordinators to set up testing times. We worked with GCFD to set up other site
visits as well. We also continued to work on our testing plan.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
Finish confirming site visits for testing and finish up the testing plan. We will
hopefully get into contact with site coordinators. We also have our coaches
meeting tomorrow.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
The site coordinators are hard to get in contact with and are not answering our
phone calls.

! Liked by Catherine Chung, Carolyn Mazanec, and 1 more

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Finish Truck
# Make master plan - who is doing what and how we are setting up
# Make master "what do we want to learn"

" Carolyn Mazanec - goooooo team!!!
3 months ago

Emma Lane posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Friday 7, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We finished the fun truck activity sheet and printed out our redesigned posters. We
had a conference call with Greater Chicago Food Depository/No Kid Hungry (Bob
and Suzy). They gave us feedback about our possible solutions and talked about
the scalability of each one. They really liked the toolkit and the ideas to implement
solutions, they were worried though about the implementation of the fun
truck/food truck/website so they gave us ideas on how to just take parts of those as
short term solutions. We had crit later and received more feedback which was
helpful.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
Finalize mock ups for testing, finish testing guide, find out when we are doing site
visits to test.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
same.

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec, Elizabeth Chou, and 1 more

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Finish Website

" Carolyn Mazanec - wooooo great work!
3 months, 1 week ago

" Emily Harburg - Nice! Excited to see the website!
3 months, 1 week ago

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Choose a design(s) 3-5

" Carolyn Mazanec - yeeeee
3 months, 1 week ago

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Create Questions
# Explain User
# Explain Solutions
# Explain Process
# Sketches for each solution

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Finish Pitch
# Make Powerpoint

Ashley Secreto posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Thursday 6, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We finished the promo redesign by creating about 10 different flyers that test
wording, colors, and overall design. We also finished the mock-up of our website
by drawing it out on paper and animating it on POP so that it allows you to click on
things. We made a plan on how to mock-up the Fun Truck and Food Truck. We also
toured Gensler today, which was super cool.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We have a Skype interview with GCFD tomorrow morning to go over our designs
and set up testing times for next week. We will also finish the mock-ups for the Fun
Truck and Food Truck. We will prepare for Crit and receive feedback on our mock-
ups and testing plans at Crit.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
We are still struggling with making sure there are teenagers we can test with since
we don't know who will come to the sites we visit.

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec

Carolyn Mazanec - When you talked to GCFD today, did you ask them if

they had any ideas about how to make sure you get your users for testing?

(i.e. teens) They might have some ideas; I'd also ask your coaches! Hopefully

we can figure something out for next week

3 months, 1 week ago •

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Wednesday 5, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We made several iterations of website mockups on paper, and we started making
mockups of promotional redesign by creating flyers and templates.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We can finish promotional redesign, decide how to test the fun truck and toolkit,
and start designing mockups for design of the food truck.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
We still are not sure how to test the components of the fun truck at a site. We are
also looking for ideas for how to design a food truck that could be aimed towards
teens. In the future, we also want to look for ways to get teens involved in the
testing process.

! Liked by Bryan Berger and Elizabeth Chou

Isabel Ngan posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Tuesday 4, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We started thinking of ways of how we are going to test things. We has an amazing
time working with Liz in a workshop and set up a time with our partner to go over
the solutions.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
Make paper mock up of website, finish plans for other solutions, and start making it

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
How should we test the truck?
We are struggling how we are translating the truck to mock up and test.

! Liked by Elizabeth Chou

Ashley Secreto posted a stand - 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Stand for Monday 3, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Mock up 4-5 potential solutions, and start testing and receiving feedback on our
designs.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We narrowed down our 9 solutions to 4-5 solutions that we can mock-up
1)Website
2)Tool Kit
3)Fun Truck
4)Food Truck
5)Promotional Re-Designs

We started creating a list of other ideas that GCFD can implement on their own.
We also created a list of questions of what we want to learn from our testing. We
had an interview with Suzy from GCFD.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We will make testing plans in order to decide how we are going to mock-up and
test solutions. Start Building mock-ups

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
Some of our ideas are difficult to implement (like the Food Truck) so an obstacle is
coming up with ways to mock-up those ideas in reasonable ways

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec, Elizabeth Chou, and 1 more

Carolyn Mazanec - I love that you guys are creating a list of other ideas as

well; I'm sure GCFD will really appreciate it! Way to go!!

3 months, 1 week ago •

Elizabeth Chou - Woohoo! I like how you guys are continuing to research

and brainstorm in addition to prototyping. Keep it going!

3 months, 1 week ago •

Ashley Secreto - Thanks!

3 months, 1 week ago •

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Stand for Friday 31, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Mock up 4-5 potential solutions, and start testing and receiving feedback on our
designs.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We presented our problem and our eight potential solutions at the midterm design
review session, and we e-mailed our partners our solutions for feedback.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We will synthesize the feedback from our crit session, continue trying to receive
feedback from our community partners, and trying to develop a more thorough
understanding of our users and categories through personas and two-by-two maps.
We'll also look for ways to develop mockups and test them out. We will also

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
We're not sure how to approach testing out our mockups in the field.

Bryan Berger - I'm excited to hear about which of the solutions that the

team decides to prototype!Also, have you considered volunteering at any of

the programs? I think this could be helpful to get a better understanding of

how the system works and the feasibility of your ideas. Do you have any

plans to talk to children and teens who frequent these programs and see

what they have to say rather than just the staff at the site?

3 months, 2 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec and Emily Harburg

Yuri Frank Maxwell Malina - Awesome progress guys- what are the ideas

you are unsure how to test?

3 months, 2 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec

Leesha Maliakal - Hey team, congrats on making it to the halfway point,

your plans look great! For testing your mockups, think about ways to do low-

fi prototyping. As an example, you could draw up a bunch of screens on

paper and watch as users interact and navigate through your system.

Prototyping for Tiny Fingers <http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=175288>

serves as a great guide on how to rapidly build testable prototypes, so I'd

skim through that, too. Good luck!

3 months, 2 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec

Ashley Secreto - Thanks for the suggestions Leesha! The link is definitely

helpful.

3 months, 2 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Leesha Maliakal and Carolyn Mazanec
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How can we decrease the stigma
of free meals and better children's
experience in Chicago's local food

programs?

Chicago Food Depository in DFA Summer Studio 2015

Working to fight hunger in the US.

     

TEAM

Chicago Food Depository has
21 followers

V I E W  A L LV I E W  A L L

Amazing work this summer, CFD team!

Emily Harburg

2 months, 3 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec and Elizabeth Chou

Kaboom - I can put you in contact with someone from the National office if you'd

like.

Pollination Project (see Dan's note below)

Talk to Dan about SESP professors who may be good to do research with!

Robert Calvey

2 months, 3 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Emily Harburg

Good luck prepping. Excited to see your presentations - you guys will be great!

Daniel Rees Lewis

2 months, 3 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Emily Harburg

Daniel Rees Lewis - Also Rob talked about this:

https://thepollinationproject.org/

2 months, 3 weeks ago •

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months ago

# Call Hector - set up time to go in
# Print out food truck stuff

" Mike Greenberg - Way to go!
3 months ago

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months ago

# Talk to partner at 10 am

" Carolyn Mazanec - wooo yayy!!!!
2 months, 4 weeks ago

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months ago

# Make Pitch
# Create Questions

" Elizabeth Chou - PITCHES! You've guys have done a great job polishing your
pitch over the past few weeks. Remember to keep it short and sweet-aim for about
2 minutes!
2 months, 4 weeks ago

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months ago

Stand for Thursday 13, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We visited the Boys and Girls Club, and tested all of our mockups at the site. We
learned that teenagers tend to favor video games, sports, and candy for activities;
they liked doing arts and crafts; and they liked promotional material that is bright
and advertises activities. Another interesting observation we made was that
teenage boys pay more attention to colors, while girls pay more attention to text.
When we tested the website with the site coordinators, they appreciated having
site-specific guides and templates, but they didn't understand the networking
portion as much.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We will continue to organize our findings from the site visit, prepare for crit, and
participate in the workshop. We also might refine mockups, depending on
feedback and our observations.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
Potentially finding more users; however, we have achieved the baseline for the user
group that we are looking for, so more user testing would be nice but not
necessary for this sprint goal.

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec, Bryan Berger, and 2 more

Bryan Berger - These are some really awesome insights!

2 months, 4 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Catherine Chung

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months ago

Stand for Wednesday 12, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We tested some of our mockups and worksheets at a CPS lunch stop.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We'll test our mockups again at the Boys and Girls Club, where we will hopefully
have a larger number of teens and users to test with.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
Getting more users and teens to test with. For example, at our lunch stop testing
visit today, we only had 1 teen to test with.

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months ago

Stand for Tuesday 11, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We made a mock food truck (with an awning) to bring to sites, we edited flyers to
advertise activities, we made worksheets for the food truck and the toolkit, and we
contacted lunch stop locations and set up a meeting for tomorrow.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We'll get feedback on our designs from the site(s) we visit tomorrow, and we could
potentially revise some of our mockups based on feedback from testing.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
Getting more users to test our designs with, getting in contact with site
coordinators.

! Liked by Elizabeth Chou

Elizabeth Chou - Excited to see that you guys are testing your prototypes!

Go team!

3 months ago •

Ashley Secreto posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Monday 10, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Visit user sites and get feedback on our mock-ups.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We refined our design goals and listed what we wanted to learn for each concept
during the workshop with Michael Chapman from IDEO. We also tried to call site
coordinators to set up testing times. We worked with GCFD to set up other site
visits as well. We also continued to work on our testing plan.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
Finish confirming site visits for testing and finish up the testing plan. We will
hopefully get into contact with site coordinators. We also have our coaches
meeting tomorrow.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
The site coordinators are hard to get in contact with and are not answering our
phone calls.

! Liked by Catherine Chung, Carolyn Mazanec, and 1 more

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Finish Truck
# Make master plan - who is doing what and how we are setting up
# Make master "what do we want to learn"

" Carolyn Mazanec - goooooo team!!!
3 months ago

Emma Lane posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Friday 7, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We finished the fun truck activity sheet and printed out our redesigned posters. We
had a conference call with Greater Chicago Food Depository/No Kid Hungry (Bob
and Suzy). They gave us feedback about our possible solutions and talked about
the scalability of each one. They really liked the toolkit and the ideas to implement
solutions, they were worried though about the implementation of the fun
truck/food truck/website so they gave us ideas on how to just take parts of those as
short term solutions. We had crit later and received more feedback which was
helpful.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
Finalize mock ups for testing, finish testing guide, find out when we are doing site
visits to test.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
same.

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec, Elizabeth Chou, and 1 more

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Finish Website

" Carolyn Mazanec - wooooo great work!
3 months, 1 week ago

" Emily Harburg - Nice! Excited to see the website!
3 months, 1 week ago

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Choose a design(s) 3-5

" Carolyn Mazanec - yeeeee
3 months, 1 week ago

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Create Questions
# Explain User
# Explain Solutions
# Explain Process
# Sketches for each solution

"
Isabel Ngan just completed a to-do. Give them a cheer!
3 months, 1 week ago

# Finish Pitch
# Make Powerpoint

Ashley Secreto posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Thursday 6, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We finished the promo redesign by creating about 10 different flyers that test
wording, colors, and overall design. We also finished the mock-up of our website
by drawing it out on paper and animating it on POP so that it allows you to click on
things. We made a plan on how to mock-up the Fun Truck and Food Truck. We also
toured Gensler today, which was super cool.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We have a Skype interview with GCFD tomorrow morning to go over our designs
and set up testing times for next week. We will also finish the mock-ups for the Fun
Truck and Food Truck. We will prepare for Crit and receive feedback on our mock-
ups and testing plans at Crit.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
We are still struggling with making sure there are teenagers we can test with since
we don't know who will come to the sites we visit.

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec

Carolyn Mazanec - When you talked to GCFD today, did you ask them if

they had any ideas about how to make sure you get your users for testing?

(i.e. teens) They might have some ideas; I'd also ask your coaches! Hopefully

we can figure something out for next week

3 months, 1 week ago •

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Wednesday 5, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We made several iterations of website mockups on paper, and we started making
mockups of promotional redesign by creating flyers and templates.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We can finish promotional redesign, decide how to test the fun truck and toolkit,
and start designing mockups for design of the food truck.

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
We still are not sure how to test the components of the fun truck at a site. We are
also looking for ideas for how to design a food truck that could be aimed towards
teens. In the future, we also want to look for ways to get teens involved in the
testing process.

! Liked by Bryan Berger and Elizabeth Chou

Isabel Ngan posted a stand - 3 months, 1 week ago

Stand for Tuesday 4, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Same

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We started thinking of ways of how we are going to test things. We has an amazing
time working with Liz in a workshop and set up a time with our partner to go over
the solutions.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
Make paper mock up of website, finish plans for other solutions, and start making it

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
How should we test the truck?
We are struggling how we are translating the truck to mock up and test.

! Liked by Elizabeth Chou

Ashley Secreto posted a stand - 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Stand for Monday 3, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Mock up 4-5 potential solutions, and start testing and receiving feedback on our
designs.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We narrowed down our 9 solutions to 4-5 solutions that we can mock-up
1)Website
2)Tool Kit
3)Fun Truck
4)Food Truck
5)Promotional Re-Designs

We started creating a list of other ideas that GCFD can implement on their own.
We also created a list of questions of what we want to learn from our testing. We
had an interview with Suzy from GCFD.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We will make testing plans in order to decide how we are going to mock-up and
test solutions. Start Building mock-ups

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
Some of our ideas are difficult to implement (like the Food Truck) so an obstacle is
coming up with ways to mock-up those ideas in reasonable ways

! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec, Elizabeth Chou, and 1 more

Carolyn Mazanec - I love that you guys are creating a list of other ideas as

well; I'm sure GCFD will really appreciate it! Way to go!!

3 months, 1 week ago •

Elizabeth Chou - Woohoo! I like how you guys are continuing to research

and brainstorm in addition to prototyping. Keep it going!

3 months, 1 week ago •

Ashley Secreto - Thanks!

3 months, 1 week ago •

Matthew Zhang posted a stand - 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Stand for Friday 31, 2015

What’s your sprint goal for this week?
Mock up 4-5 potential solutions, and start testing and receiving feedback on our
designs.

Are you on track to achieving your sprint goal?
Yes

What specific progress have you made toward the goal since last stand?
We presented our problem and our eight potential solutions at the midterm design
review session, and we e-mailed our partners our solutions for feedback.

What will you achieve between now and the next stand?
We will synthesize the feedback from our crit session, continue trying to receive
feedback from our community partners, and trying to develop a more thorough
understanding of our users and categories through personas and two-by-two maps.
We'll also look for ways to develop mockups and test them out. We will also

What obstacles are in the way of achieving your sprint goal? Who do you need to talk to or what
will you do to overcome these obstacles?
We're not sure how to approach testing out our mockups in the field.

Bryan Berger - I'm excited to hear about which of the solutions that the

team decides to prototype!Also, have you considered volunteering at any of

the programs? I think this could be helpful to get a better understanding of

how the system works and the feasibility of your ideas. Do you have any

plans to talk to children and teens who frequent these programs and see

what they have to say rather than just the staff at the site?

3 months, 2 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec and Emily Harburg

Yuri Frank Maxwell Malina - Awesome progress guys- what are the ideas

you are unsure how to test?

3 months, 2 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec

Leesha Maliakal - Hey team, congrats on making it to the halfway point,

your plans look great! For testing your mockups, think about ways to do low-

fi prototyping. As an example, you could draw up a bunch of screens on

paper and watch as users interact and navigate through your system.

Prototyping for Tiny Fingers <http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=175288>

serves as a great guide on how to rapidly build testable prototypes, so I'd

skim through that, too. Good luck!

3 months, 2 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Carolyn Mazanec

Ashley Secreto - Thanks for the suggestions Leesha! The link is definitely

helpful.

3 months, 2 weeks ago •  ! Liked by Leesha Maliakal and Carolyn Mazanec
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Progress - stands broadcast to advisors and cheerers

cheer

stand
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stands

cheers

Peers

Coach

advice
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Learn

AB
goal

study plan

progress
reflect

Group critique -  get faster, better 
feedback to teams by 
“crowdsourcing” feedback

Get feedback & reflect

Pains  
#3 want to know if going the 
right direction (35/40)

Pains 
  #5 providing useful 
feedback for students
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Teacher

Classroom - feedback from single-expert
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Teacher

Crowdcritique - multiple peers guided by teacher
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Crowdcritique - multiple peers guided by teacher

Prompts guide…
…comments from… 

…many peers
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Learn

AB
goal

study plan

progress
reflect

Pain 
#4 Monitoring teams 
understanding

Pain 
#3: want to know if going the right 

direction (35/40) 

Awareness 
for team - how do we compare? 
for coach - who needs help?

Dashboard of progress 
Help queues
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Dashboard DFA Headquarters

Status Milestones

Team tracker

Leads’ Projects Milestone Status DetailsGoal

NU Coaching May 3 Coaching 

program setup

Jan 13 Recruit coaches We’re not sure if our service design 

blueprint is correct.  Maybe…

Help!

Columbia 

Coaching

Apr 28 Coaching 

program setup

Jan 15 First coach checkin [last status update 86 hours ago)MIA!

Stanford 

Coaching

Jun 22 Coaching 

program setup

Jan 10 Train coaches Training prepared, ready to run the 

workshop

50%

Topic

Help requests

View Answered

Josh 

Having some trouble getting in touch with users to test the prototype with…

26 hr

Helper: Liz

i

Keith 

I don’t think I know what to do next.

10 hr

Helper: ?

i

Emily 

We’re not sure if our service design blueprint is correct?  Maybe someone…

14 hr

Helper: Matt

i

Top Helpers

9 7 7 3 1

Stand SAVE

Need help 

Status

Stand-up

Prompts

What is your current blocker? Who can help?

Answer

We’re not sure if our service blueprint is 

correct.  Maybe we could get help from 

someone in the studio.

Give Help SAVE

Emily 

We’re not sure if our service design 

blueprint is correct?  Maybe we could get 

help from someone in the studio?

Advice library

Prototype

Paper prototype

To quickly build and test a GUI, checkout the guide on paper… 

Service design

To prototype interactions, you can make a service blueprint that… 

Advice

Hey Emily,  good job on getting the blueprint started.  

There is a great guide on service design (copied below).  Why 

don’t you take a use that guide to double check your prototype 

and then I can take a look after that!  

From the advice library:  To prototype interactions you can make a 

service blueprint that explains how implementors interact to 

create an experience for the user.

Helper:  Matt

14 hr

(a) Team prompted to 
surface problems if they 
have not recently 
completed project tasks

(b) Dashboard shows team progress 
and requests for help

(c) Help requests routed to 
appropriate helpers

(d) Helper can provide assistance, using 
(and adding to) library of solutions
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Learn

AB
goal

study plan

progress
reflect

Digital studios orchestrate coaching project teams



And so…

101
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Teaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving

Communication

Learner

If we want to develop social innovation skill…
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Real-world 
problem

Teaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving

Communication

(Learning)

Learner

Learning 
Environ.

(value)

by using advantages of real-world problems…
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Real-world 
problem

Client feedbackTeams

Problem complexity (impasses)

Performance
Useful 

products Impact

ScopingClient management

Teaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving

Communication

(Learning)

-

Learner

Learning 
Environ.

(value)

…we need to use real audiences…
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Real-world 
problem

Client feedbackTeams

Problem complexity (impasses)

Performance
Useful 

products Impact

Teachable moment

Monitoring

Timely 
assistance

Teaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving

Communication

(Learning)

-

Learner

Coach

Learning 
Environ.

(value)

…and support learners through coaching…
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Real-world 
problem

Client feedbackTeams

Problem complexity (impasses)

Performance
Useful 

products Impact

ScopingClient management

Teachable moment

Monitoring

Timely 
assistance

Teaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving

Communication

Curriculum dev. 
Solution mapping

(Learning)

-

Learner

Coach

Learning 
Environ.

(value)

… which creates these specific pedagogical challenges:
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Real-world 
problem

Client feedbackTeams

Problem complexity (impasses)

Performance
Useful 

products Impact

ScopingClient management

Teachable moment

Monitoring

Timely 
assistance

Teaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving

Communication

Curriculum dev. 
Solution mapping

Guides: 
- Crowdsourcing  

- Remixing

(Learning)

Design Canvas 
Goal library 

Stands 
Dashboards

Group critique 
Support community

-

Peer coaches 
Scaffolded coaching

Learner

Coach

Digital Studio

Learning 
Environ.

(value)

Scoping checklist

… which can be addressed by digital studios:
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PBL requires: teaming

Focus

Design

BUILD

CONCEIVE

TEST

FOCUS

UNDERSTAND

DEFINE

Learn

AB
goal

learn

planprogress

reflect
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 … which we can teach by coaching…



foster

LOFT

… supported by digital studios…
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…to develop innovators who can solve social challenges
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Questions?
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But Wait!  there’s more!
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Issue Research & Development

Instructor challenges Rees Lewis, D.G., Easterday, M.W., Carlson, S.E., Gerber, L.M. (under review). Opportunities for educational innovations in authentic project-based 
learning: Instructor perceived challenges. Educational Technology Research and Development.

Learner challenges In preparation

Planning

Scaffolding planning 
with design canvases

Rees Lewis, D., Gorson, J., Carlson, S., Gerber, E. M., Easterday, M. W.  (accepted) Planning to Iterate: Supporting Iterative Practices for Real-world Ill- 
structured Problem-solving. International Conference of the Learning Sciences.

Assessing planning Carlson, S., Maliakal, L., Rees Lewis, D., Gerber, E. M., Easterday, M. W. (accepted) Defining and Assessing Risk Analysis: The Key to Strategic Iteration in 
Real-World Problem Solving. International Conference of the Learning Sciences. 

Carlson, S. E., Maliakal, L. V., Rees Lewis, D. G., Gorson, J., Gerber, E. M., & Easterday, M. W. (preparing for submission in March 2018).  Defining and 
assessing risk analysis: The key to strategic iteration in real-world problem solving.

Helping teams make progress

Broadcast stand-up 
meetings

Rees Lewis, D. G., Easterday, M. W., Harburg, E., Gerber, E. M., & Riesbeck, C. K. (2017). Overcoming coaching barriers between professionals and 
project-based learning teams with regulation tools. British Journal of Educational Technology. doi:10.1111/bjet.12550

Social support Harburg, E., Rees Lewis, D.G., Gerber, E.M., & Easterday, M.W., (in press) “CheerOn: Facilitating Online Social Support for Novices.”  ACM Transactions 
on Computer-Human Interaction.

Crowd critique Easterday, M. W., Rees Lewis, D., & Gerber, E. M. (2016). Designing crowdcritique systems for formative feedback. International Journal of Artificial 
Intelligence in Education, 26(4), 1-41. doi:10.1007/s40593-016-0125-9

Social innovation networks Easterday, M. W., Rees Lewis, D. & Gerber, E.M. (in press).  Social Innovation Networks. Design Studies

Infrastructure 
challenges

Smirnov, N., Gerber, E.M., & Easterday, M.W., (2017) Infrastructuring distributed studio based learning: A case study and design principles.  Journal of 
the Learning Sciences.  doi:10.1080/10508406.2017.1409119

Peer coaching 
challenges

Carlson, S., Rees Lewis, D. G., Gerber, E. M., & Easterday, M. W. (2017). Challenges of peer instruction in an undergraduate student-led learning 
community: Bi-directional diffusion as a crucial instructional process. Instructional Science. doi:10.1007/s11251-017-9442-0



Empirical studies
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Studies 

1.  Instructor challenges 
2.  Learner challenges 
3.  Planning with design canvas 
4.  Assessing with design canvas 
5.  Surface problems with online stands 
6.  Social support with cheering community 
7.  Recruiting peer coaches 
8.  Group critique 
9.  Infrastructure challenges
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Study 3:  Planning with design canvas
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Real-world 
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Client feedbackTeams

Problem complexity (impasses)
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Problem-solving
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Scoping checklist

X
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Learn

AB
goal

study plan

progress
reflect

Pains  
#1 figure out what to do (37/40) 
#4 team decision making (31/40)

Pains  
#3 Help team plan goals

Set goals



METHOD 
- 6-week full-time 

Summer program  
- 21 DFA ugrads 
- Weekly planning 

session 
- 34hrs video & obs; 
- pre/post canvas 
- pre-structured case, 

qualitative coding 
help-seeking activities 

Rees Lewis, D., Gorson, J., 
Maliakal, L., Carlson, S., 
Gerber, E. M., Easterday, M. 
W.  (accepted) Planning to 
Iterate: Supporting Iterative 
Practices for Real-world Ill- 
structured Problem-solving. 
International Conference of 
the Learning Sciences.

120

HMW improve teams iterative planning? 

Novice designers often “iterate” poorly.  
- identify risky assumptions 
- test risky assumptions 
- revise design goals based on new information  
- e.g., DFA signage team… 

What if we used a design canvas (problem representation 
template) to “problematize” and “articulate” the design teams 
knowledge of the problem space and resulting plan
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METHOD 
- 6-week full-time 

Summer program  
- 21 DFA ugrads 
- Weekly planning 

session 
- 34hrs video & obs; 
- pre/post canvas 
- pre-structured case, 

qualitative coding 
help-seeking activities 

Rees Lewis, D., Gorson, J., 
Maliakal, L., Carlson, S., 
Gerber, E. M., Easterday, M. 
W.  (accepted) Planning to 
Iterate: Supporting Iterative 
Practices for Real-world Ill- 
structured Problem-solving. 
International Conference of 
the Learning Sciences.
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- identify risks 
- plan 
- feedback  (cards)
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engage in a Planning to Iterate process. The program otherwise had the same features, including 
multidisciplinary teams of 4-5, working full-time on real-world highly ill-structured problems with a client, and 
the same methods workshops. This study gave us parallel data to a different condition to the current study, 
namely: the reported learnings on the week's activities, and corresponding audio recording of teams reported 
learnings. We conducted the same analysis on the previous year’s data as described above.  
 
Analysis 2: Examining use of scaffolds 
Analysis 1 showed a significant increase in coupled and cascaded iterations (see findings Table 2); as a result, 
our goal was to conduct a deductive video analysis (Derry et al., 2010) to understand if the design argument was 
functioning as we hypothesized. Analysis 2 examined video of two planning session from two Planning to 
Iterate teams: a team working on reducing wheelchair breakages in air travel (113-minutes), and a team working 
on improving service workers support of dementia sufferers (117-minutes). The planning sessions were taken 
from week 3 when teams were familiar with the planning sessions. We selected these two sessions because one 
team (wheelchair breakages) did conduct a cascaded iteration that cycle and one team (dementia stigma) did not. 
This allowed us to examine ways in which the design succeeded and failed to support student iteration.  

We first identified macro-level codes to partition teams’ planning session into sections where teams 
engaged in sustained discussion and activity a given topic (Derry et al., 2010). We identified 30 (wheelchair 
team) and 34 (dementia team) sections ranging from 30-seconds to 11 minutes.  Second, to see if the team 
engaged in iterative practices we identified which macro-level codes included events (Derry et al., 2010) in 
which teams engaged in the iterative practices of: (a) revising aspects of problem representation, (b) identifying 
unknowns, (c) prioritizing unknowns as goals of the iteration, and (d) planning coupled and cascading iterations. 
Third, we examined whether teams connected these practices as predicted by the design argument, that is, did 
teams revise problem understanding to inform their prioritization of unknowns, and then goals of coupled and 
cascaded iteration. We coded each significant event where team members referenced (verbal/gestures) previous 
discussions and records (e.g. design canvas).  

Findings and discussion 
Analysis 1: Comparison of practices between Planning to Iterate and benchmark 
The teams in the Planning to Iterate implementation showed more iterative practices compared to teams in the  
previous year. Analysis of student artifacts and video or audio data showed that teams were more likely to 
demonstrate coupled iteration through discussing and recording learnings about both the problem and the 
solution through creating and testings prototype solutions, and then suggesting the revision of future solutions 
(Table 2, column 1). In the Planning to Iterate implementation, teams demonstrated coupled iteration in 66% of 
cycles (12/18); four of the six cycles that did not involve coupled iteration were in the first week. In comparison, 
teams in the previous year demonstrated coupled iteration in 31% of cycles (5/16). In the Planning to Iterate 
implementation all of teams conducting coupled iterations in the week 2-3 cycle, whereas in the previous year’s 
program teams did not start conducting coupled iterations until the week 3-4 cycle (3rd cycle). 
 
Table 2: Planning to Iterate teams showed more iterative practices compared to the previous year’s program. 

 
 

Consider an example of a Planning to Iterate team’s cycle coded as coupled iteration from the team 
working on teen depression and suicide. In the week 2-3 cycle, the team tested three prototypes of an “emotions 
planner” designed to foster conversations between middle schoolers and their parents building of work in child 
psychologists on “building emotional vocabulary” (design canvas start of cycle). On the iteration plan the teams 
reported that they sought information from “middle school students”, “parents”, and a “child psychologist”. The 
teams wrote on the iteration plan “we got feedback that kids would only fill out the planner if someone enforced 

More coupled iteration 
(team plans to resolve 
problem raised in user data 
or prototype testing

More user interviews More prototyping More testing

Results 
- Better iteration
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Results 
- Analysis of planning sessions shows teams using canvas 

to identify risks 
- Also shows fragility of the intervention — teams raise risks 

but then don’t address them
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Summer program  
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- Weekly planning 

session 
- 34hrs video & obs; 
- pre/post canvas 
- pre-structured case, 
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reflect

Pains  
#1 figure out what to do (37/40) 
#4 team decision making (31/40)

Pains  
#3 Help team plan goals

Set goals
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HMW reliably assess iterative planning? 
- How do experts iterate? 
- Where do novices struggle to iterate? 
- Can we reliably assess?
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Problem Aspects Description
Community Partner (CP) A person at a partner organization with expertise in the problem area (e.g., a relevant non-profit). The 

CP connects problem solvers with resources (e.g., information, access to users). The CP may also 
implement designers’ solution, if they find it helpful.

User Access Plan How designers plan to access users (see User row) to learn about their needs.
Demoing Plan How designers plan to get regular feedback from the CP.
Desired Impact The social impact that designers want to have.
User A persona who will use the proposed solution. Users have needs, which have 3 components: a 

“job” (a task users must complete), a “pain” (a challenge they face in that task), and a “gain” (the 
benefit they will attain if they can complete the task). By satisfying user needs, problem solvers can 
entice users to adopt the proposed solution (and thereby promote the Desired Impact).

Root Causes An analysis of the underlying, fixable causes that explain why the user need, CP need, and desired 
impact are not yet satisfied.

Value Proposition (VP) A proposed solution and an argument for how the proposed solution will overcome the root causes to 
satisfy the user need, CP need, and desired impact.

Existing Solutions Designers need to account for existing solutions and argue why theirs is better.
Implementation Strategy Explains who will implement the proposed solution and how. Commonly, this involves handing off 

the solution to the CP, who integrates it into their existing operations.
Impact Evidence that designers have achieved the desired impact.
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Novice Challenges in Risk Detection (frequency observed)
Problem Aspects Don’t attempt 

to detect risks
Don’t both identify risks and 

estimate the level of risk.
“Risks” 

identified are not 
truly relevant.

Did not identify 
certain salient 

risks.

Estimated level of 
risk is 

unreasonable.
Community Partner (CP) 20 22 27 29 29
User Access Plan 12 17 23 24 25
Demoing Plan 14 24 21 29 27
Desired Impact 18 21 23 28 25
User 10 17 19 25 21
Root Causes 14 24 25 28 23
Value Proposition (VP) 12 20 18 26 26
Existing Solutions 8 15 24 27 26
Implementation Strategy 11 22 22 26 28
Impact 24 26 26 30 28
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Planning Step Expert Model Novice Challenges Count

Risk Prioritization What experts do: Experts review the risks they identified, prioritize those risks, 
and select a set of high-priority risks they can address in 1 iteration (1-2 weeks). 
Often, experts look for economies of scope using a concept called slicing, which 
involves creating a single plan to address multiple risks across the problem. 
Further understanding of slicing is crucial, but beyond the scope of this paper. 
Why it matters: Selecting the greatest risks from across the problem space each 
iteration allows experts to shift their efforts in response to new knowledge. This 
minimizes their chances of failing to solve the problem.

Do not attempt to select high-priority risks 10

Spontaneously generate risks (rather than 
selecting risks identified by analyzing the 
problem space)

20

Do not prioritize selected risks (among the 
high-priority risks, which are the most 
important to address?)

25

Goal Setting What experts do: Experts construct a goal that will guide the rest of their 
planning. This goal takes the form of a conclusively answerable question, or a 
falsifiable hypothesis or design argument. 
Why it matters: Having the right goal is crucial because goals inform planning. 
Useful goals involve resolving questions and hypotheses about important 
unknowns in the problem space. Experts use such goals to craft plans that will 
reduce the biggest risks threatening their success.

Goal is not framed as a question, 
hypothesis, or design argument

23

Goal is too vague to conclusively reach it 
(e.g., hypothesis is not falsifiable, 
question is not answerable)

25

Setting a goal that will not reduce the 
selected risk(s)

15
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Results 
- Detailed model of concepts and skills for assessing risk 
- Detailed data about where students struggled 
- Good reliability (Cohen’s kappa=.82)
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HMW coach more frequently? 

Teams can go waaaaaay off track between coaching sessions, 
(even in 1:1 coach:team setting) 

What if we ask teams update coaches online?
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impactful hours per week. While they can sometimes meet face-to-face, these professionals can-
not meet face-to-face every time students require support. However, they may be able to
supplement face-to-face meetings with support online.

Previous study reveals design-coaching barriers to engagement
Unfortunately, there are barriers to volunteer professionals coaching in PBL. In a previous study
in the same program (previous year) as the current study, in we identified barriers for volunteer
professional design coaches maintaining engagement outside of face-to-face meetings (Rees Lewis
et al., 2015). As a result, although coaches agreed to support teams with both weekly face-to-face
meetings and online between meetings, no significant coaching occurred online.

Rees Lewis et al. (2015) found barriers to volunteer professionals coaching online in a PBL pro-
gram (Figure 1). First, there was a barrier of student communication. It was time-consuming for
teams to communicate relevant information to coaches. For example, over a few days students
might interview seven stakeholders, analyze these interviews, re-define the problem based on
interviews and brainstorm five design solutions. Communicating these activities and reasoning
takes time. Students spent 45–90 minutes writing weekly update emails to coaches (that coaches
did not find useful). Students spent 44 minutes (mean) of the 2-hour face-to-face meetings
informing the coach of their activities. Second, there was a barrier of student motivation. Students
did not perceive that online communication with coaches supported project work, and stopped
communicating online when facilitators stopped encouraging them to do so. Third, there was a
barrier of explicit student help-seeking. Students did not seek help with coaches in emails because
they were not always able to recognize they needed help, or did not to surface issues to coaches
because it diminished their self-esteem. Only one of 16 online communications (emails) from stu-
dents to coaches contained a direct request for help. Fourth, there was a barrier of coach
proactivity. Coaches were reactive to students online, and would not proactively prompt students
for information outside of meetings (as a teacher might). There were no instances of coaches insti-
gating online communication. Fifth, there was a barrier of coach awareness. Coaches did not gain
the appropriate awareness to help with coaching, as student written online externalizations were
not detailed or regular enough to inform coaches of up-to-date student thinking and behavior.
For example, a student email might report that they “tested prototypes” 3 days ago. In total, there
were three online coaching comments during the program.

Figure 1: Previous study identified coaching barriers for volunteer professionals coaching PBL
(Rees Lewis et al., 2015) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Students wouldn’t explicitly seek help: 
- don’t see problem 
- embarrassed 
- don’t reach out effectively 
- don’t think coach can help 
- see updates as busy work

Coaches (design professionals) 
- spent tons f2f time diagnosing 

problems, but 
- weren’t proactive outside 

sessions
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HMW better surface problems online?

METHOD 
- 6-week full-time 

Summer program  
- 13 DFA ugrads 
- 5 pro design coaches 
- Progress Updates 
- 30hrs observations 
- 38 interviews 
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qualitative coding 
help-seeking activities 

Rees Lewis et al. (2017) 
Overcoming coaching 
barriers between 
professionals and project-
based learning teams with 
regulation tools.  BJET
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Research site
We observed the StandUp system in a 6-week PBL extra-curricular (no credit/grades) US univer-
sity program. Student teams created a product to solve a local social challenge. Teams worked 40
hours/week in a campus studio. Each team was paired with 1 or 2 coaches. Coaches met with
the teams in the studio for 2 hours/week, and agreed to communicate online for another 2-
hours/week. An experienced undergraduate facilitated the program that followed a 6-phase
design process. Teams partnered with local organizations that provided access to the challenge
context, users and expertise. Team 1 worked with a medical research center on helping newly
diagnosed diabetics with their lifestyle adjustments. Team 2 worked with a food depository to
improve customer experience. Team 3 worked with a resettlement program to support transition
for newly arrived refugees.

Participants
Participants included 12 US undergraduates aged 18–23, majoring in mechanical engineering
(4), computer science (3), product design (1), chemical engineering (1), mathematics (1), art (1)
and literature (1). Five professionals who worked in the neighboring city (40–75 minutes travel)
acted as volunteer design coaches (unpaid/no credit). Coach ages ranged from 28 to 61, and had

Figure 3: A stand-report with design coach comments [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Overcoming advising barriers with regulation tools 7
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METHOD 
- 6-week full-time 

Summer program  
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- 5 pro design coaches 
- StandUp tool 
- 30hrs observations 
- 18 student interviews 
- Log data 
- 6 coach interviews 
- coded CoRL activities 
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Teams adopted “standup” routine  
- assisted team progress 
- surfaced problem to coach 
- initiated coach help-giving

analyzed the data. For example, our initial coding scheme had codes relating to elements of the
system such as coach read stand-report. We used this coding scheme to code the interview tran-
scripts, clustering similar responses to derive codes nested within these codes and new codes. For
example, the code coaches prepare to facilitate meetings emerged to capture an unanticipated reac-
tion of coaches to stand-reports.

We analyzed log data with a coding scheme from theories of regulation (Ambrose et al., 2010) to
see if coaching (CoRL) occurred online. For example, the code suggesting different goals captured
online coaching comments that suggested teams change their goals. We used log data and field
notes to check our findings.

Findings
We tested StandUp to see if it helped overcome the 5 design-coaching barriers found in the previ-
ous study (Rees Lewis et al., 2015): (1) student communication—students spent significant time
and effort to communicate the project to the coach; (2) student motivation—students did not per-
ceive value in spending time updating the coach; (3) student help-seeking—students did not seek
help from coaches; (4) coach proactivity—coaches did not proactively prompt students for informa-
tion online; and (5) coach awareness—coaches did not gain useful and up-to-date information
from students’ written externalizations.

We found that the StandUp system overcame coaching barriers and supported co-regulation of
learning (CoRL) both online and in face-to-face meetings. The StandUp system simultaneously sat-
isfied students’ needs to help plan, set goals and monitor progress, and coaches’ needs for greater
awareness to support coaching (Figure 4, Table 2). To help readers track data sources, we refer to
each participant using a personal ID (PID) number (Table 3).

Students valued stand script for project work
The students found that the system was valuable for supporting their project work. When asked
open interview questions about project work, students from all teams reported that the system
supported their project work (team goal setting, planning and monitoring; S1.1, S1.2, S1.3, S1.4,
S2.1, S2.2, S2.3, S2.4, S3.1, S3.2). For example, S1.1 noted about the stand-script:

Figure 4: StandUp overcame design-coaching barriers by simultaneously supporting teams’ work and
externalizing regulation online, increasing coach awareness and in turn supported coaching [Colour figure

can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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What kind of social support do students receive and how 
does that impact motivation?

METHOD 
- 6-week full-time 

Summer program  
- 12 DFA ugrads 
- 23 supporters 
- CheerOn tool 
- 36 student/30 

supporter interviews 
- Log data 
- 2 raters coded online 

support 
- qualitative coding of 

themes 

Harburg et al. 
(accepted) 
Cheer on: Facilitating 
online social support for 
novice PBL teams.
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Need-finding study: 

Students said: 
- motivated by social support 
- don't get much social support until end-of-term critique!

METHOD 
- School-year DFA 
- 15 students 
- 15 semi-structured 

interviews 
- qualitative structured 

case analysis, coded 
social support types 

Harburg et al. 
(accepted) 
Cheer on: Facilitating 
online social support for 
novice PBL teams
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METHOD 
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Summer program  
- 12 DFA ugrads 
- 23 supporters 
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- Log data 
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support 
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Can we use online communities to provide social support?
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Can we use online communities to provide social support? 
Yes, but in unexpected ways: 
- online community lowers bar for instructor who provides 

majority of support 
- outside supports increase perceived project value  
- increased community bonds, even explicit help seeking 
- (but need to teach team social skills)

METHOD 
- 6-week full-time 

Summer program  
- 12 DFA ugrads 
- 23 supporters 
- CheerOn tool 
- 36 student/30 

supporter interviews 
- Log data 
- 2 raters coded online 

support 
- qualitative coding of 

themes 
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METHOD 
Study 1 
- 16 ugrads  
- observations 
- Small-group analysis 

Study 2:  
- 15 grads 
- observe 11 sessions 
- 56 interviews 
- open coding 

Study 3: 
- 12 DFA ugrads 
- Summer studio 
- observe 5 critiques 
- 48 interviews 
- open coding 

Easterday et al. 
(2016) Designing 
crowdcritique systems for 
formative feedback

How might we improve f2f critique? 

Benefits: 
- grounding 

Problems: 
- production blocking (so low volume; boredom) 
- critiques off topic 
- teams never write down feedback and forget
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- formative framing 
- critique scaffolds 
- interactive critiquing 
- up-voting; hashtags 
- analysis

To support formative feedback for work on complex, ill-structured problems in
voluntary settings, crowdcritique system should provide: (a) quick invites, (b) formative
framing; (c) prep/write-first/write-last script (d) interactive critiquing (e) suggested and
customizable scaffolds; (f) like systems; (g) community hashtags; (i) analysis tools; and
(j) to-do items. Study 2 showed that a system with formative framing, write-first script;
interactive critiquing, scaffolds and upvoting better supported the social conventions of
a design critique. This in turn leads to the desired dual-channel face-to-face and online
critique in which critiques are scaffolded and recorded with reduced production
blocking, and also grounded through verbal discussion. This produces a higher volume
of critique and cognitive feedback, and also creates an atmosphere of psychological
safety (Edmondson 1999) where learners develop attitudes of reciprocity toward giving
each other feedback.

The crowdcritique features deployed in study 3 overcame the main limitations of the
rubric-based systems. We can also derive additional principles based on this approach
that overcome challenges not addressed by study 3. Specifically, while the social
crowdcritique system promoted dual channel critique, it did not provide quantitative
information (useful for data analysis) or support review and synthesis of feedback.
However, we can approach these issues with a similar social media approach, as
described by the interface in Fig. 8. Rather than asking students to quantitatively score
each other, we can allow them to define a variety of hashtags that indicate good work,
work with minor flaws, and work with major flaws. These hashtags then quantitatively
summarize which critique topics learners must focus on to improve their work. Initial
pilot tests show that students are quite willing and able to use this approach, which fits
with existing social media conventions (Easterday et al. 2015). Furthermore, these
leveled hashtags allow for greater nuance in critiquers’ scoring and maintain a forma-
tive framing. More work is needed to further validate these principles, but, taken
together the principles in Table 4 provide a comprehensive approach to designing
social crowdcritique systems.

Contribution 3: Crowdsystems for Providing Intelligent Formative Feedback

The third contribution of this work is to illustrate how crowdfeedback techniques that
synthesize contributions of large groups of novices to produce formative feedback in

Fig. 8 The (simplified) crowdcritique interface v3 supports round-trip feedback cycle and quantitative
assessment that is still consistent with design critique norms
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interactions 
- maintain f2f interactions 
- dual-channel critique  
- revoice & repost 
- real-time revisions

online conversations that extended over the discussion and presentation phases of the
critique, with critiquers moving across channels through revoicing and reposting
comments. The process model (Fig. 6) summarizes the interactions between designers,
critiquers and system. We now describe each component of the model and its support-
ive qualitative data in detail.

Scaffolding Critique

Prompts When designers began work on a design activity or were ready to share their
work (Fig. 6a), the critique tool provided prompts written by instructors specific to each
activity, such as: Given the way we tested [our prototype], is it fair to draw the
conclusions that we did? To what extent are our findings [from user research]
supported by evidence? Or is the prototype the right fidelity to test what we want to
test? These prompts were intended to scaffold novice critiquers by helping them ask the
kind of questions that expert designers ask.

Critiquers reported that the prompts helped guide their critiques, which they liked
(P7, P11, P12). Designers also felt that, when critiquers answered all the prompts, BIt
covered everything we wanted to talk about^ (P11).

It was also important for the crowdcritique systems to allow designers to customize
the critique prompts. The expert written critique prompts guide novices’ attention to
general issue, but designers reported needing to tailor critique to issues idiosyncratic to
their project (P12, P5). Designers found the ability to customize critique questions to
get Bfeedback on what we wanted to ask…[that] was really nice^ (P2). Like designers,
critiquers will also sometimes want to raise issues outside the general prompts (P1,
P12), although this wasn’t always productive. For example, critiquers would go outside
the prompts to comment on the designers’ presentation rather than their work, which
did not help the designers overcome their immediate design challenges (P1, P10, P2,
P5, P4).

Prep It was important for critique facilitators to begin the critique with a short
prep period (Fig. 6b) where designers explained to critiquers the kind of feedback
they were looking for and the meaning of the critique prompts. Critiquers found
reviewing the prompts before the critique useful (P9, P11). Scaffolding critique
with prompts was meant to guide novice critiquers’ attention to the same issues
that experts attend to, which is inherently challenging. As to be expected,

Fig. 6 The second version of the critique system facilitated dual-channel discussion that increased critique
value, quality and community
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outcomes 
- increased grounding;  
- increased critique; ideas 
- perceived useful critique 
- perceived reciprocity

Other aspects of the crowdcritique system and social setting may have hindered
the development of reciprocity. The anonymous up/downvoting system did not allow
designers to see some of the people who had only participated online by upvoting.
For some critiques, the design studio was joined by professional experts, which
novice designers liked but also found intimidating (P9, P11) which led to fewer
contributions because they felt they had less to contribute.

Discussion

In stark contrast to study 2, in which students opted not to use the critique system, study
3 found that a crowdcritique system that provided a more interactive, social-media-like
interface appears to better deliver formative feedback than the rubric-based system. The
combination of features in version 2 of the crowdcritique system: (a) formative
framing; (b) critique training; (c) prep/write-first/write-last script; (d) interactive
(public, near-synchronous, online) critique; and (e) like system; created a dual-
channel critique that produces useful cognitive feedback, reciprocity amongst
critiquers, and willingness to use the system.

Figure 7 summarizes the causal mechanisms by which the social and technical
features of the crowdcritique system appeared to impact critique. The public, near
simultaneous commenting system, combined with the write-first scripts created a larger
number of ideas (both by reducing production blocking, sharing others’ ideas and
making it easier for shyer participants to contribute) leading to a greater volume of
written critiques. Written critiques were often revoiced as verbal critiques and verbal
critiques were often reposted as written critiques. This greater volume of critique led to
more useful critique overall. Furthermore, the public, near-simultaneous online system
increased grounding, which along with the prompts guiding discussion increased the
quality of critique resulting in more useful critique to designers. Upvoting, while it did

Fig. 7 Social and technical features of the crowdcritique system lead to more useful critique
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METHOD 
Study 1 
- 16 ugrads  
- observations 
- Small-group analysis 

Study 2:  
- 15 grads 
- observe 11 sessions 
- 56 interviews 
- open coding 

Study 3: 
- 12 DFA ugrads 
- Summer studio 
- observe 5 critiques 
- 48 interviews 
- open coding 

Easterday et al. 
(2016) Designing 
crowdcritique systems for 
formative feedback
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Real-world 
problem

Client feedbackTeams

Problem complexity (impasses)

Performance
Useful 

products Impact

ScopingClient management

Teachable moment

Monitoring

Timely 
assistance

Teaming (SSRL)

Problem-solving

Communication

Curriculum dev. 
Solution mapping

Guides: 
- Crowdsourcing  

- Remixing

(Learning)

Design Canvas 
Goal library 

Stands 
Dashboards

Group critique 
Support community

-

Peer coaches 
Scaffolded coaching

Learner

Coach

Digital Studio

Learning 
Environ.

(value)

Scoping checklist

X
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Learn

AB
goal

study plan

progress
reflect

Group critique -  get faster, better 
feedback to teams by 
“crowdsourcing” feedback

Get feedback & reflect

Pains  
#3 want to know if going the 
right direction (35/40)

Pains 
  #5 providing useful 
feedback for students
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In some cases (especially extracurriculars),  
important for peer-instructor could teach new practices
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METHOD 
- 33 DFA ugrad 
- 17 interviews 
- Slack logs 
- meeting observations 
- protocol coding 

Carlson, S., Rees Lewis, D. 
G., Gerber, E. M., & 
Easterday, M. W. (2017). 
Challenges of peer 
instruction in an 
undergraduate student-
led learning community: 
Bi-directional diffusion as 
a crucial instructional 
process. Instructional 
Science.

How well do peer-instructors spread new practices?
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METHOD 
- 33 DFA ugrad 
- 17 interviews 
- Slack logs 
- meeting observations 
- protocol coding 

Carlson, S., Rees Lewis, D. 
G., Gerber, E. M., & 
Easterday, M. W. (2017). 
Challenges of peer 
instruction in an 
undergraduate student-
led learning community: 
Bi-directional diffusion as 
a crucial instructional 
process. Instructional 
Science.

Findings 
- peer instructors do not carry out key “change-agent” tasks 

such as explaining the benefit of the practice or how to 
properly implement the practice 

- nevertheless, peers will initially implement the new 
practice out of social obligation 

However… 
- peers do not successfully implementing the practice, 

receive little benefit, and eventually cease the practice 
- likewise, seeing negative attitudes toward the practice, 

peer leaders cease advocacy for the practice
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Peer-instruction involves bi-direction diffusion process,  
but advocacy skills insufficient

21 

influence potential adopters’ innovation-decision processes. We refer to change agents’ 
innovation-decision process to advocate for the innovation as their advocacy-decision process. 

We saw that design teams’ innovation-decision processes and studio leads’ advocacy-
decision processes bidirectionally influenced each other. Unfortunately for the diffusion of 
StandUp, challenges in teams’ innovation-decision process to adopt the innovation negatively 
influenced studio leads’ advocacy-decision process, leading studio leads to cease advocating 
for the innovation. 
 

 
Figure 8: Bidirectional Diffusion Model: Students’ innovation-decision process negatively 
influenced studio leads’ advocacy-decision process, or their innovation-decision process to 
advocate for the innovation. 
 

Studio leads’ advocacy-decision process began with their knowledge about why and 
how teams should use StandUp, which led them to decide to advocate adoption of StandUp, 
which then led them to implement advocacy of StandUp in the studio. 
 
Studio Leads’ Initial Knowledge of the Innovation  
As described earlier, studio leads (Figure 8, Studio leads: Knowledge of innovation) articulated 
in interviews that StandUp would help teams to make more progress by planning effectively and 
by making it easier for studio leads to give teams timely help. Studio leads also knew that teams 
should implement StandUp by having weekly conversations about a set of questions and then 
posting their responses in Slack. Additionally, student-leaders were familiar with Agile, the 
professional practice that inspired the StandUp (fieldnotes from studio lead meeting). Two of the 
studio leads were especially knowledgeable about Agile because of their experience using it in-
depth in an intensive research training program and working for a software startup. 
 
Studio Leads’ Initial Decision to Advocate the Innovation 
Studio leads’ initial knowledge of community needs and their perception of the relative 
advantage of StandUp compared to previous practices led them to develop a positive attitude 
about advocating StandUp in the studio, which in turn led them to make the decision to 
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METHOD 
- 33 DFA ugrad 
- 17 interviews 
- Slack logs 
- meeting observations 
- protocol coding 

Carlson, S., Rees Lewis, D. 
G., Gerber, E. M., & 
Easterday, M. W. (2017). 
Challenges of peer 
instruction in an 
undergraduate student-
led learning community: 
Bi-directional diffusion as 
a crucial instructional 
process. Instructional 
Science.
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Postscript: 
Is it possible for peer-instructors to overcome this barrier?

METHOD 
- 33 DFA ugrad 
- 17 interviews 
- Slack logs 
- meeting observations 
- protocol coding 

Carlson, S., Rees Lewis, D. 
G., Gerber, E. M., & 
Easterday, M. W. (2017). 
Challenges of peer 
instruction in an 
undergraduate student-
led learning community: 
Bi-directional diffusion as 
a crucial instructional 
process. Instructional 
Science.
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Yes, saw the peer leads:  
- institute 1-1 coaching 
- shift burden of practice to leads 
- coaching circles (amongst leads)

Coach

Project 
team

Studio lead

METHOD 
- 33 DFA ugrad 
- 17 interviews 
- Slack logs 
- meeting observations 
- protocol coding 

Carlson, S., Rees Lewis, D. 
G., Gerber, E. M., & 
Easterday, M. W. (2017). 
Challenges of peer 
instruction in an 
undergraduate student-
led learning community: 
Bi-directional diffusion as 
a crucial instructional 
process. Instructional 
Science.
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How can focus instructors’ attention without bothering teams?
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DELTA LAB

TALK   TEAMS (*)   COACH        FILES   CRITS   PEOPLE   MANAGE

PDL Challenges (2 days ago) 
Feedback request: First assertion (0 comments)

Cheers (2 days ago) 
Feedback request: First assertion (0 comments)

SBL (4 days ago) 
Feedback request: First assertion (0 comments)

SINS (4 days ago) 
Feedback request: First assertion (5 comments)

Assigned to: (?)

Assigned to: Matt

Assigned to: Liz

Assigned to: Matt

Olga (3 days ago) 
How do we turn stuff in on Loft?

Keith (10 hours ago) 
I don’t think I know what to do next

H E L P  Q U E U E  (…)

Top Helpers (last 4 weeks)

H E L P  L E A D E R B O A R D

T E A M S  T R A C K E R  (…)

GOAL
(Jan 16) Journal 
paper

(Jan 1) Journal 
paper

(Jan 8) PDL 
challenges

???

(Feb 1) Journal

MILESTONE
(Jan 20) Submit paper

(Jan 23) Edit full paper to react to 
Liz’s comments, get it ready for…

(Jan 30) V1 of the findings secdtion 
with service blueprint (narrative &..

(Jan 23) Draft dicussion, lit review 
& Methods of the SBL paper. Edit…

(Jan 11) Scrappy Draft

PROJECT
Peer 
diffusion

Cheers

PDL 
challenges

SBL

SINS

STATUS
H E L P 

5/10pt

15/28pt

M I A ! 39hr

on track

DETAILS
I don’t think I know what 
to do next

Just waiting for Liz to 
read

Working on second level 
coding now

Not sure what to do next

Most of the way through the 
draft now

HELPS
2

0

1

1

0

status history

Delt
a

DFA

MN

S DOLE W17 
  p peer-diffusion
  p cheers
  p pdl-challenges
  p sbl
  p craft
  p dfa-sin
  p dfa-mentor-
program 

CHANNELS
#general

DIRECT MESSAGES
abby
anthony
keith
kelly
ola
ruth
…

Studio lead needs 
to manage people, 
goals, settingsMembers need 

quick access to 
these things

Don’t want to lose the faces 
— in ed settings turnover 
very high so not likely to 
know each other

Does anyone know how to do a customer profile?

 HELP

Check out customer profile guide

Help Queue that shows 
outstanding help 
requests and also help 
leaderboard to 
recognize helpers

Provide answer here

Does anyone know how to do a customer profile?

 HELP

update@loft.io
To: user@gmail.com

Unanswered help requests
===============
Keith: Does anyone know how to do customer profile?
Olga: How do you turn stuff in?
I can help

Top helpers (last 14 days)
===============
Dan: 3
Spencer: 4
 

Goals completedProject

PDL 
challenges

Cheers

Peer 
diffusion

SBL

CRAFT

SINS

status history

Can assign 
feedback to specific 
studio lead

Want Team tracker that shows:
- final deadline, e.g., submit 
journal paper
- next milestone/sprint goal
- status: need help, on track, 
MIA

Toggle to goals completed 
view
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Loft

Team
Input: 

Help / on track

Peers

Lead
Set update 

schedule

Coaching 

session

regular Stand 

reminder

Finish 

milestoneS

Dashboard & 

Help queue

Daily 

Brief
Help! Give help

help 

leaderboard

Jane 

Helped!

Upvote

Jane

Set 

Milestone

[public 

recognition]

Finish 

task

Pilot is finding virtuous cycle: 
- surfacing plan process + standUp reminders doesn’t bother teams 
- provides instructor will up-to-date picture of studio 
- teams willing to update because they get more help 
- teams like seeing where everyone else is


